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Abstract
Art and technology are in constant synergetic expansion.
This degree thesis presents the result of a multidisciplinary research on several
technologies relying on computer vision, musical synthesis and machine learning
methods that are susceptible to be applied in real-time in the context of an artistic
performance –i.e. a dance piece. The approach exploits a meaningful relationship
between data mining and the composition and performing improvements that a
choreographer, performer or member of an audience may experiment. For this purpose, a
28 minutes dance piece has been created and performed as a proof-of-concept under the
next basis:
•

Exploration of the artistic experiences that interactive technologies may deliver.

•

Development and real-time execution of suitable movement tracking, sound
synthesis and machine learning methods including two novel algorithms:
ICA-based granular synthesis and a combination of optical flow and k-means.
Two articles that describe these original contributions are in preparation to be
submitted to Neural Processing Letters and Pattern Recognition Letters.

•

Demonstration of the creative and compositional potential of machine learning
based (or ”smart”) environments.
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Resum
L’art i la tecnologia es troben sota constant expansió sinèrgica.
Aquest TFG presenta el resultat d’una investigació multidisciplinària al voltant de
diverses tecnologies basades en visió per computador, síntesi musical i machine learning
(intel·ligència artificial) que són susceptibles de ser aplicades en temps real en el context
d’un espectacle artístic, per exemple, una peça de dansa. L’enfocament s’aprofita d’una
relació significativa entre la mineria de dades i les millores en composició i/o execució
artística que podrien experimentar un coreògraf, intèrpret o membre d’una audiència. Per
a aquest propòsit, una peça de dansa de 28 minuts de duració ha estat creada i
interpretada com a prova de concepte d’acord amb les següents bases:
•

Exploració de les experiències artístiques que les tecnologies interactives poden
lliurar.

•

Desenvolupament i execució en temps real de mètodes pertinents de rastreig de
moviment, síntesi de so i machine learning, incloent dos nous algoritmes: síntesi
granular basada en ICA i una combinació de optical flow i k-means. Dos articles
que descriuen aquestes contribucions originals estan en fase preparació per a ser
enviats a Neural Processing Letters and Pattern Recognition Letters.

•

Demostració del potencial creatiu i compositiu d’entorns intel·ligents o basats en
tecnologies de machine learning.
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Resumen
El arte y la tecnología se encuentran bajo una constante expansión sinérgica.
El presente trabajo de final de grado presenta el resultado de una investigación
multidisciplinaria alrededor de distintas tecnologías basadas en visión por computador,
síntesis musical i machine learning (inteligencia artificial) que son susceptibles de ser
aplicadas en tiempo real en el contexto de un espectáculo artístico, por ejemplo, una
pieza de danza. El enfoque se aprovecha de una relación significativa entre la minería de
datos y las mejoras en composición y/o ejecución artística que podrían experimentar un
coreógrafo, intérprete o miembro de una audiencia. Para dicho propósito, una pieza de
danza de 28 minutos de duración ha estado creada e interpretada como prueba de
concepto de acuerdo con las siguientes bases:
•

Exploración de las experiencias artísticas que las tecnologías interactivas pueden
conceder.

•

Desarrollo y ejecución en tiempo real de métodos pertinentes de rastreo de
movimiento, síntesis de sonido y machine learning, incluyendo dos nuevos
algoritmos: síntesis granular basada ICA y en una combinación de optical flow y
k-means. Dos artículos que describen estas contribuciones originales están en
fase de preparación para ser enviados a Neural Processing Letters and Pattern
Recognition Letters.

•

Demostración del potencial creativo y compositivo de los entornos inteligentes o
basados en tecnologías de machine learning.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Thesis definition and goals
This degree thesis follows a multidisciplinary approach to several technologies relying on
computer vision, musical synthesis and machine learning methods that are susceptible to
be applied in real-time in the context of an artistic performance –i.e. a dance piece. The
goal is to exploit an aesthetical but meaningful relationship between a real-time
algorithmic processing of data and the spontaneous nature of a live act, projecting
technology into performing arts under a synergic perspective.
The work includes a research on both, choreographic concerns and technology resources
in order to explore and establish a framework where data mining can meet an artistic
purpose without becoming an invader in the aesthetical dimension. Additionally, as a
proof-of-concept, a dance piece has specifically been created to experience in first hand
the potential of artificial intelligence within the chorographical and essential core of an art
performance. The thesis reinforces the role of machine learning as an enriching character
of the own piece, enabling a new space of eventual possibilities, expanding creation and
expression options of a choreographer and directly improving the experience of the
participants by adding a substantial degree of interactivity.
In summary, the main goals can be described as follows:
•
•
•

(GG1) Expand creation and expression options of a choreographer / performer
(GG2) Improve the experience of the viewer directly adding a degree of interactivity
(GG3) Develop a prototype and test its application in the performing arts context

(all of three with the help of state-of-the-art computer vision and machine learning
algorithms). 
These generic goals can be further developed into specific ones as follows:
• (SG1.1) Create a smart environment intended to enrich overall experience in the scenic
arts
• (SG1.2) Explore computer vision and musical synthesis techniques that may serve as
real-time compositional tool for choreographers and performers
• (SG2.1) Develop a real-time interactive scenario adding enhanced sensorial stimulation
to the experience of a theatrical event
• (SG2.2) Study the implication and importance of the audience in a performance by
characterizing collective behavior in the public of a dance piece
• (SG3.1) Build a proof-of-concept prototype (relying on computer vision and machine
learning) for being used in a performing scenario

1.2. Thesis framework
The project is carried out at the department of the Electronics Engineering of the UPC as
a final thesis for a degree in Audio-visual Systems Engineering. The entire research
has been originally conceived, designed and choreographed by the candidate Willy
Barleycorn and his advisor Sergi Bermejo. It has been inspired by the background of both
participants in the fields of technology and arts, and fuelled by their passionate vision of
digital art grounds.
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1.3. Methods and procedures
The reference material extends from state-of-the-art technological publications to
philosophical and aesthetical published approaches to scenic arts. Several international
annex courses have also been attended to in order to expand the available technical
tools and reasoning inspiration to approach real-time digital landscapes.
All software development has been written using Java under the environment Processing,
contributing to the community with new classes and methods, retrieving and enhancing a
good amount of previously developed content coming from well established software
libraries such as OpenCV.

1.4. Thesis work plan
The work plan has been divided into three main work packages, which are described in
the following tables:
Framework analysis

WP1 (1/3)

Major constituent:

Start Date:

Foundation, bibliographical study and research.

15/02/2015

Short description: An in-depth analysis of different fields
in the arts and technology will be done. As a result of this
work package, a theoretical foundation for the project
development will be obtained.

End Date:

T1: Project proposal, idea conception and Work Plan
construction

Deliverables

T2: Research on some conceptual issues in arts and
performance

29/05/2015

Project
Plan

proposal

+

Work

T3: Research on technological approaches to aesthetics
T4: Study of development tools and languages for realtime computer vision algorithms aiming at interaction
(C++ with OpenCV, Python, Processing, VVVV)
T5: Study on available real-time music synthesis and
audio effects application techniques.
T6: Selection of machine learning algorithms suitable to
the proposed application
T7: Implementation of a low-fidelity prototype (i.e. a
tentative closed-loop interactive system based on the
previous tasks)

Table 1.4.1 – Task description for work package 1: Framework analysis
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Iterative and incremental development

WP2 (2/3)

Major constituent: System Development

Start Date:09/03/2015

Short description: Working modules based on an End Date:
iterative and incremental approach to development
14/07/2015
specifically motivated by incremental focus in some
particular aspects and features subsequently improved
using the incoming results.
T1: 1st Iteration (theoretical background)

Deliverables

T2: 2nd Iteration (aesthetical considerations)

Project Critical Review

T3: 3rd Iteration (interaction)
T4: 4th Iteration (system enhancement and optimization)
T5: Documentation and “Critical Design Review” delivery
T6: Review of achieved objectives & rearranging of work plan
T7: 5th Iteration (integration and optimization)
T8: Framework planning for further iterations
Table 1.4.2 – Task description for work package 2: Iterative development

Final prototyping, documenting and presentation

WP3 (3/3)

Major constituent: Documentation/results presentation.

Start Date:13/04/2015

Short description: Final condensation of research and End Date:
implementation in order to build a documented proof-of24/07/2015
concept prototype.
T1: Prototyping a first full-working performance

Deliverables

T2: Celebration of first performances

Final Report

T3: Results evaluation & comparison w/ initial objectives

Final presentation

T4: Approach on research lines for result improvement
T5: Documenting and writing of final report
T6: Building and preparation of oral presentation
T7:Demo arrangement for final presentation (proof of concept)
T8: Final report delivery
T9: Final oral presentation + demo

Table 1.4.3 – Task description for work package 3: Prototyping, documenting, presentation
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The project milestones can be clearly seen in the next table:
WP#

Task#

Short title

Milestone / deliverable

Date

WP1

T7

First system prototype

First low-fidelity prototype

22/03/2015

WP2

T1

First Iteration

Rehearse/ performance

17/04/2015

WP2

T5

Critic Review delivery

Project Critical Review

24/04/2015

WP2

T2

Second Iteration

Rehearse/ performance

08/05/2015

WP2

T3

Third Iteration

Rehearse/ performance

29/05/2015

WP3

T3

Term declaration of
FP

Final presentation date decision

12/06/2015

WP2

T4

Forth Iteration

Rehearse/ performance

26/06/2015

WP3

T8

Final report delivery

TFG Final Report

10/07/2015

WP2

T7

Fifth Iteration

Rehearse/ performance

14/07/2015

WP3

T9

Final presentation +
demo

TFG Final Evaluation

24/07/2015

Table 1.4.4 – Project milestones

A Gantt diagram is included in the final appendices.

1.5. Deviations from initial plan
The project empirically satisfied the major part of the initial plan. Nonetheless, some
deviations from the initial purpose had to be done mainly because of the shortage of time
and the framework extension of the project:
•

•

•

The project was not implemented using real-time optimized developing
environments such as C++ given the need to prototype in a short period of time.
Processing, a more manageable and multi-platform Java-based tool was used
instead.
Musical synthesis and spatial treatment of sound were kept on the offline modes
and the research dimension due to the lack of time to implement meaningful and
sophisticated algorithms in that direction.
Some rehearsal dates had to be changed due to production necessities.

1.6. Thesis structure
The following document registers the study with the subsequent organization:
•

State-of-the art. Unfolds a theoretical background for the conceptual exploit of
performance, technology and machine learning matters. It gathers a summary of
the research behind the project including some references from other artists who
have based their artworks on IT technologies.
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•

Methodology and project development. Specifies and documents the process,
course organization, methodology, structure, algorithms and development of the
actual proof-of-concept outcome.

•

Results. Displays a grid of results about the measurements and overall
performance of the implemented system. It includes both, technical functioning
outcomes and the global feeling delivery for each implementation.

•

Budget. Lists a hypothetical cost for the material and work involved in the project
and product creation and displays a financial plan for a dance piece distribution.

•

Conclusions and future development. Summarizes a balance of the results
based on the initial project goals and discusses further possible developments
that may bring an improvement on the labour.
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2. Machine learning in dance:
State of the art
2.1. Performance, digital aesthetics and references
2.1.1. Performance and choreosophy
What is a performance?
Multidisciplinary frameworks ask for clear understanding upon all the participant fields in
order to interpret its own labour. When mixing areas of knowledge, it is important to
assume each task and nature, to be able to fulfil a natural synergy. Pursuing a clear
overview on performance –or the so-called artistic performance–, one question arises first
[KrSa09]:
•

What makes a particular practice or action a form of art?

What is the major highlight that separates an “artistic performance” from a daily life
endeavour? All performances are actions, whether individual or collective. In collective
performance, different individuals not only act but do so in a way that aims at some kind
of coordination of their individual efforts [Dav11,1]. George Dickie presents some
institutional theories referring to artworks as those practices that have acquired a
particular kind of status within the broad social institution in which works of art have their
place. However, leaving unwise social judgment apart, there are other points of view like
Monroe Beardsley’s, which attempt to describe artworks as an ordering of elements with
the intention that they afford a markedly aesthetic experience, or an ordering of a type
that is generally produced with such an intention. Following the aesthetical approach,
Beardsley claims that pleasure in such experiences arises from the discovery of relations
between the elements in the artistic composition and the formal and expressive qualities
that they point to [Dec14].
What seems clear is that, as actions, performances involve behaviour that falls under at
least one description specifying a purpose governing that behaviour and, implicitly or
explicitly, a result at which it aims. Consequently, it seems legitimate to state that it is in
purpose where we ought to find the most interesting premises to typewrite the definition
of an artwork. It is in purpose where a composer gathers the means to create an artistic
performance and it is in some kind of implicit purpose where we can address to find the
limits and frontiers between practice and (art) performance.

The nature of an artistic performance
The arrangement of objects in composition and the nature of the objects themselves can
fluctuate throughout a multiple spectrum of possibilities. In the performing arts context,
where the composition is materialising live in a determined time and space dimension,
the role and disposition of each element is extremely relevant.
Following the purpose-wise approach to artistic performances, it seems legitimate to think
of element disposition as a formal tool to materialize concepts and chorographical ideas.
When studying the description of a live art exhibition, one should consider some of the
17

principal elements in the spotlight. The next are different considerations about two main
components attached to the framework of performance:
•

Improvisation vs. rehearsal
If we stick to the need to inject purpose and composition in a performance to
consider it an artwork, the idea of choreography may arise as something
necessarily attached to an iteration cycle of rehearsal and refinement of a
preconceived and fixed pattern of actions. However, it is important to consider
improvisation of movements and distribution of pre-established elements as a
potential basis for artistic ceremonies. If we allow some degree of freedom in the
presentation of ideas, it is easy to admit that improvisation and rehearsal –
referred to as a repetition of pre-established movements to achieve perfection in
the execution of fixed actions – might both be viewed as modes of composition of
performable works [Dav11,2]. Composition itself can be viewed as the
establishment of a solid grid where composed elements may shift in position and
may even take their own decisions based on interaction with other elements of the
act – such as audience. Considering the bodies of performers themselves an
artistic vehicle of performance, improvisation of actions embracing a specific
concept can be understood as composition readjusting itself with some kind of
intrinsic intelligence. It is then clear, how improvisation can serve to an ultimate
artistic purpose.

•

The role of audience in a performance
Can there be artistic performance without an audience? Many authors describe
dance or theatre performing arts as “the art by which humans beings make or find
human action worth watching, in a measured time and place” [Dav11,3]. This
definition implies that an artistic performance event can only exist when both
performer(s) and audience undertake exercising roles. The Aristotelian conception
follows the same line after Aristotle’s statements defining the aim of tragic work as
the need to produce a particular kind of emotion response in the spectator. This
attitude separates performing arts from the picture of a spontaneous and intimate
arrangement of elements independent from the presence of a meta-observer. It
exiles artistic purpose to an exclusive audience point of view, it somehow delimits
the error rate in which the message can survive the sending channel (narrowing
creativity) and it compromises the sender –or choreographer– freedom being
widely obscured by the presence of the receiver.
Either way, considering the audience as an essential or dispensable element to
describe an artistic performance, one should also revise the nature of the
attendant public –if any– of an act. Is the audience set to be a foreign element to
composition? An effort should be taken to consider audience as an intrinsic part of
the act development, being able to affect –in more or less degree– the sequence
of actions in the performance. The mere presence of somebody watching is
mandatorily going to affect the performer’s execution in some degree.
Understanding and accepting this can expand the conceptual horizons of the
audience as part of the performing cast – accepting these as direct affecters of a
live artwork composition.
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2.1.2. Digital performance
Theatre, dance, and performance art have always had an interdisciplinary nature by itself,
rich in what we would call “multimedia” forms. This can be proven in dance when
highlighting its intimate marriage with music and the inclusion of visual elements of sets,
props, costume and lighting to enhance the body in space. Through the 20th century,
computer technologies have risen as caption and processing systems fully capable of
playing a dynamic and increasingly important role in such inquires related to artworks.
From there, the term “Digital Performance” is born to include all performance works
where computer technologies play a key role rather than a subsidiary one in the context
[Dix07].
The next step is to understand the meaning of playing such a main role in the conception
of performances. One can recognize computer technologies as (information-processing)
systems, which can recognize remote environments and channel them into a sustained
and coherent experience [Burn]. The upcoming question could be: how deep can this
enhanced environment sensing affect the very nature of performance composition and
development? How profound can a computer interact with the emotional parade attached
to the outcome of an artwork[Pic00]? Computation capacities can be employed as an
agent for the renewal of old and established artistic forms and strategies, or can be
projected into ways of originating authentically new performance processes and
phenomena.
If we only focus on the dramatic and aesthetic potentials of new technologies, the
concept of performance can be modified in terms of visual and sensorial ways, yet still
allowing a remarkable added degree of interaction thanks to sensing techniques. This
can be regarded as a notable update to pre-existing ornamental methods. On the other
hand, a technical application can be considered an idea by itself, introducing the notion of
creativity derived from digital technologies [Port13]. This statement can be supported with
the example of an added intelligence, which should be capable of demonstrating random
behaviour that can be fairly disruptive during a performance, adding a further dimension
to the experience of working with a virtual body. The capacity to introduce disruption,
chance and re-arranging agents in the live progression of a performance can, in fact, be
considered as a new way of artwork building, delivering revolutionizing properties to the
adjective “digital” to be attached to a piece of performance.

2.1.3. References
The next is a gathering of several existent art pieces that have explored either the use of
interactive technologies or some ground-breaking composition methods. Many
approaches have been taken to bring technology and scenic arts together, yet none
match the exact goals and inquires of this thesis.
1. Hakanaï and Cinematique by Adrien M. and Claire B.
•
•
•
•

Format: Dance piece with projections
Technology: Movement tracking and real-time generated visuals.
Features: Choreography, geometric and particle generation, scenography
Link: http://www.am-cb.net/

Adrien M / Claire B is a dance company based in Lyon that has been acting in the
fields of the digital arts and performing arts since 2004. They combine stage
performances with the interactive display of a virtual world to enhance the aesthetic
meaning of their pieces.
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In regard to the actual Thesis:
Similarities:
•

The goal to satisfy real-time response

Deviations:
•
•
•

The importance of creating a virtual scenario
The need to obtain a clear and obvious interactive response from the audiovisual
system
The supremacy of aesthetics over composition

Fig. 2.1.1 – Scene from Cinematique dance show

2. Trinity by Electronic Performers
•
•
•
•

Format: Dance piece with projections
Technology: Movement tracking and real-time generated visuals.
Features: Choreography, geometric and particle generation, scenography
Link: http://electronicperformers.in/trinity.html

Trinity is an interactive dance performance analogue to the creations of Adrien M /
Claire B designed and created in Barcelona, Spain. “Electronic performers” also looks
for the aesthetic purpose that interactive technologies can bring to the stage. This
project is focused on working with parameters and movement qualities like force and
direction, acceleration, position, velocity and volume. The interaction systems works
with an infra-red video camera (in a properly lighted stage) and it is executed live with
MAX / MSP developing tool from Cycling74 and CV.JIT library.
In regard to the actual Thesis:
Similarities:
•

The avoidance to limit the free movement from the interpret
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•
•

The goal to satisfy real-time response time
The goal to achieve interaction between movement, sound and visuals

Deviations:
•
•
•

The importance of creating a virtual scenario
The need to obtain a clear and obvious interactive response from the
audiovisual system
The supremacy of aesthetics over composition

v

Fig. 2.1.2 – Scene from Trinity dance show

3. Loopdriver by Troika Ranch
•
•
•
•

Format: Dance piece
Technology: Composition inspired by digital effects done on pre-recorded
movement
Features: Choreography, digital composition
Link: http://www.troikaranch.org/vid-loopDiver.html

Loop driver is a performance born with the idea of exploring the concept of loops as a
consequence of the popularization of computer-based structures. It explores new
ways of composition with the aid of digital means. The piece was originally created
with a 6 minutes long performance which was then recorded and computer-processed
with looping effects to create a 60-minute long choreographic ‘score’, that served to
compose the final artwork. In the final performance, the absolute precision of the
computer is maintained with the help of projected video, sound and light, while the
learned choreography, despite of being born from a digital video-tape, necessarily
keeps a degree of imperfection due to human interpretation.
In regard to the actual Thesis:
Similarities:
•

The research on new and digital aided ways of composition for scenic arts
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•

The use of video, sound and light projections on stage

Deviations:
•
•
•

The un-use of real-time interactive technologies
The fixed and deterministic composition result
The fixed and deterministic chorographical interpretation

Fig. 2.1.3 – Scene from Loop driver by Troika Ranch

4. Shadow dance by Takayuki Fujimoto et Daito Manabe
•
•
•
•

Format: Dance and Physical theatre
Technology: Movement tracking, LED lighting and sound synthesis
Features: Choreography, tracking, lighting, sound synthesis
Link: http://www.daito.ws/en/work/

Shadow dance is a performance where the interpret moves to a real-time synthesized
sound with a set of frenetic lighting conditions triggered by a LED multicolour setup.
The effect of the lighting projected on the dancer creates a hypnotizing game of
shadows which, added to the quality of the dancer’s movement, creates a dense
tension atmosphere to the viewer. It is a performance based on sound/light
sequencing that creates an energetic audio-visual scenario.
In regard to the actual Thesis:
Similarities:
• The use of real-time interactive technologies
• The research on audio-visual effects to produce script tension
Deviations:
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•
•

The lack of interaction with the audience
The use of the system for pure aesthetical matters

Fig. 2.1.4 – Scene from Shadow dace by Daito Manabe

5. Optik Performance by Barry Edwards
•
•
•
•

Format: Dance / site-specificperformance
Technology: Non-digital performance
Features: Improvisation, composition, audience interaction
Link: http://www.barryedwards.net/optik-performance

Optik performance is a staging research that explores movement in performance and
the relationships between the experiences of performers, audience and space. It is a
variant site-specific piece that gives the interpreters a big degree of improvisation
freedom within the basis of a running, walking and standing dynamics. The
composition framework is based on the space where the piece is written live by the
performing of the dancers in relation to what is around them.
In regard to the actual Thesis:
Similarities:
•
•
•

Performers are given a high degree of freedom for movement.
Relation with space and audience is an important part of the piece
A research in site-specific and real-time composition

Deviations:
•
•

The un-use of real-time interactive and machine learning technologies
The low use of the audience as part of the performance
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Fig. 2.1.5 – Scene from Optik performance by Barry Edwards

2.2. Machine learning, computer vision & performance
2.2.1. Machine learning in computer vision
All situations present an enormous amount of data [Witt11], and images or pixel maps, as
interpreted by a computer, are no exception. The goal of computer vision is to use
observed image data to infer something about the world. When CV meets Machine
learning, the purpose is to turn data into information that can be further classified and
parameterized to describe and interpret a viewer’s scene. After learning from a collection
of data, we want a machine to be able to answer questions about it:
•
•
•

What other data is most similar to this data?
How is this data related with itself?
Is there any recognizable configuration that is worth looking at?

Machine learning turns data into information by extracting rules or patterns from data.
This can add a degree of intelligence, referred to as the ability of taking decisions, to a
system that may gain an autonomous mechanism of judgement and evaluation.
Machine learning in computer vision can be understood as a tool to expand human
computation capacities in a given scenario. The application of Machine learning
algorithms to CV sensed data can establish a scenario where events can be interpreted
and been responded to in a much faster way than a solo human brain could be capable
of. If we move this background to the field of scenic arts performance, we can find an
innovative framework for real-time interpretation of movement and collective behaviour.
Moreover, it can add a new dimension to the script of an act or performance bringing new,
unimaginable and real-time inflicted changes in the direction of the plot. A screenwriter or
a choreographer may have the opportunity to change the way they print their concepts
and ideas into their piece of art, avoiding the restriction of jailing their thoughts in a
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determinative way that will be repeated time after time, performance after performance.
The chance to guide a system into the way a performance should deliver experiences
gets closer to the idea of having a trained supervisor in charge of maintaining a certain
mood or direction regardless of the specific moves or actions that occur during the act.
In other words, a learning system with the right algorithms can add a degree of “life” to a
performance, opening space for improvisation and turning every performance into a
unique experience. This section covers the Machine learning techniques that can be
applied in computer vision following the recently described motivation.

Modelling
In order to achieve eloquent decisions, the systems needs to take visual data x and use
them to infer the state of the world w. Unfortunately, the measurements x may be
compatible with more than one world state w. In the face of such ambiguity, the best that
we can do is to return the posterior probability distribution Pr 𝑤|𝑥 over possible states w.
Ultimately, to solve a vision problem of this kind, we need three components [SP12].
•

A model that mathematically relates the visual data x and the world state w. The
model specifies a family of possible relationships between x and w and the
particular relationship is determined by the model parameters 𝜃.

•

A learning algorithm that allows us to adjust the parameters 𝜃 using paired
training examples 𝑥! , 𝑤! , where we know both the measurements and the
underlying state.

•

An interference algorithm that takes a new observation x and uses the model to
return the posterior Pr 𝑤|𝑥, 𝜃 over the world state w. Alternatively, it might return
the MAP solution or draw samples from the posterior.

Training and Test Set
To set up the learning algorithm, traditionally, we break up the original data set into a
large training set (i.e. 9k faces over 10k) and a smaller test set (i.e. the remaining 1k
faces). We can then run a classifier over the training set to learn the model given the data
feature vectors. When done, the classifier can be tested on the remaining images in the
set. The result of this test will give an overview of the prediction value and may imply
adding new features to our data or consider a different type of classifier if the outcome is
poor.

Supervised and Unsupervised data
When provided data has “labels” categorizing its type, we call the machine learning
supervised. This implied someone taking the time to label all the income. When it is
categorical thus has names as labels, the process is called classification. If the data is
numeric we call it regression: trying to fit a numerical output given some categorical or
numerical input data. Supervised learning can also have partial labelling, where some
labels are missing (semisupervised), or noisy labels, where some labels are wrong.
Most ML algorithms can only handle some of the situations just described.
In contrast, often the provided data is unlabelled and it is interesting to see whether the
data falls naturally into groups. The algorithms for such unsupervised learning are called
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clustering algorithms [BK08]. In this situation, the goal is to group unlabelled data
vectors that are “close” or have some resemblance. Unsupervised clustered data is also
often used to form a feature vector for a higher-level supervised classifier.
The two common machine learning tasks, classification and clustering, overlap with two
of the most common tasks in computer vision: recognition and segmentation.

Types of model
Every model relating the data x to the world w falls into one of two categories:
1. Discriminative: model the contingency of the world state on the data Pr 𝑤|𝑥 .
2. Generative: model the contingency of the data on the world state Pr 𝑥|𝑤 .
Discriminative
To model Pr 𝑤|𝑥 , we choose an appropriate form for the distribution Pr 𝑤 over the
world state w and then make the distribution parameters a function of the data x (i.e.
modelling a continuous world state with a normal distribution and making the mean 𝜇 a
function of the data x). Since the distribution over the state depends on both the data and
a set of parameters 𝜃, it is written as Pr 𝑤|𝑥, 𝜃 and refer to it as the posterior distribution.
The goal of the learning algorithm is to fit the parameters 𝜃 using paired training data
𝑥! , 𝑤! !!!! . This can be done using the maximum likelihood (ML), maximum a posteriori
(MAP), or Bayesian approaches.
Generative
To model Pr 𝑥|𝑤 , we choose the form for distribution Pr (𝑥) over the data and make
distribution parameters a function of the world state w. The value that this function returns
also depends on a set of parameters (or features) 𝜃. For this, we write the distribution as
Pr 𝑥|𝑤, 𝜃 and refer to it as likelihood. The goal of learning is to fit the parameters 𝜃
using paired training examples 𝑥! , 𝑤! !!!! .
In interference, we aim to compute the posterior distribution Pr 𝑤|𝑥 . To this end we
specify a prior Pr 𝑤 over the world state and then use Bayes’ rule,
Pr 𝑤|𝑥 =   

!" !|!   !" !
Pr !|! Pr ! !"

.

(2.1)

Although the distinction is not always clear, discriminative models are good for yielding
predictions given the data while generative models are good for giving you more powerful
representations of the data, for conditionally synthesizing new data or in situations where
some parts of the training or test data vector x may be missing. The data (usually an
image) are generally of much higher dimension than the world state (some aspects of a
scene), and modelling it is costly.
While we can see that generative models may be more powerful in vision applications,
some common machine vision libraries, such as OpenCV, still tend to support
discriminative algorithms due to its computational simplicity. Taking into account that realtime applications may need to use as much CPU power as possible, this can be
sometimes useful.
Figure 2.2.1 illustrates the steps and stages of a pattern classification.
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Once all the data is collected and turned into feature vectors, the choice of classifier is
dictated by computational, data, or memory considerations. The next are some of the
most used algorithms in machine learning for computer vision.

Fig. 2.2.1 – Example of features involved in machine learning pattern classification

Classification algorithms
1. Supervised
Decision tree learning
It uses a decision tree as a predictive model, which maps observations about an
item to conclusions about the item’s target value. It is a simple representation for
classifying examples where the query data travels through internal nodes, which
are labelled with an input feature. Therefore, a decision tree is a flow-chart-like
structure, where each internal (non-leaf) node denotes a test on an attribute, each
branch represents the outcome of a test, and each leaf (or terminal) node holds a
class label or a probability distribution over the classes. This is to say that data
comes in records of the form:
𝑥, 𝑌 =    𝑥!, 𝑥!, , 𝑥!, … , 𝑥!, 𝑌

(2.1)

Where the dependent variable Y, is the target variable to be understood, classify
or generalize. The vector x is composed of the input variables or features that are
used for that task. Figure 2.2.2 shows an example of a decision tree scheme.
The two main types of decision trees are:
Classification tree: the predicted outcome is the class to which the data
belongs.
Regression tree: the predicted outcome can be considered a real number.
Advantages:
•
•

Simple to understand and interpret.
Requires little data preparation
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•
•
•
•

Able to handle both numerical and categorical data.
Possible to validate a model using statistical tests.
Robust
Can perform well with large datasets.

Limitations:
•
•
•
•

Local-optimality over globally-optimal decision.
Overfitting or the possibility of doing over-complex trees.
Lack of expressive ease for some operators (XOR, parity, multiplexer, etc.)
Information gain is preferences attributes with more levels

K-nearest neighbours
It is among the simplest of all machine learning algorithms. The input consists of
the k (positive integer typically small) closest training examples in the feature
space. The output depends on whether k-NN is used for classification or
regression:
•

•

k-NN classification: the output is a class membership. An object is
classified or assigned to the class most common among its k nearest
neighbours.
k-NN regression: the output is the property value for the object. This
value is the average of values of its k nearest neighbours [Alt92].

Fig. 2.2.2. – A tree showing a classification of the actual scene in a
performance based on the kind of motion detected
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The training examples are vectors in a multidimensional feature space, each with
a class label. The training phase of the algorithm, if any, consists only of storing
the feature vectors and class labels of the training samples. It can be useful to
assign weight to the contributions of the neighbours, so that the nearer neighbours
contribute more to the average than the more distant ones. This can avoid
prediction domination by the most frequent class. The Euclidean distance function
can be seen in equation (2.2) followed by other examples as the Manhattan (2.3)
and the Hamming distance (2.4).

!
!!!

𝑥! − 𝑦! ! .

(2.2)

!
!!!

𝑥! − 𝑦! .

(2.3)

!
!!!

(2.4)

𝐷! =

𝑥! − 𝑦! .

𝑥 = 𝑦   ⟹ 𝐷 = 0
𝑥 ≠ 𝑦   ⟹ 𝐷 = 1

When considering distance metric, the most common for continuous variables is
the Euclidean distance. For discrete variables, such as text classification, another
frequently used metric is the Hamming distance. Often, the classification accuracy
of k-NN can be improved significantly if the distance metric is learned (supervised)
with specialized algorithms such as Large Margin Nearest Neighbour or
Neighbourhood components analysis. Supervised metric learning algorithms use
the label information to learn a new metric or pseudo-metric.
The best choice of k depends upon the data. Larger values of k reduce the effect
of noise on the classification, but make boundaries between classes less distinct.
In binary (two class) classification problems, it is helpful to choose k to be an odd
number as this avoids tied votes. One popular way of choosing the empirically
optimal k in this setting is via bootstrap method.
K-NN has strong consistency results but it is slow and requires a lot of memory.
As the amount of data approaches infinity, the algorithm is guaranteed to yield an
error rate no worse than twice the Bayes error rate.
An example of a typical computer vision computation pipeline for face recognition
using k-NN including feature extraction and dimension reduction pre-processing
steps (usually implemented with OpenCV):
•
•
•

Haar face detection
Mean-shift tracking analysis
PCA or Fisher LDA projection into feature
classification

space,

followed

by

k-NN
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Fig. 2.2.3. – Example of a k-NN classification. The test sample should
be classified either to the first class of A squares or to the second
class of B circles. If k=3 (dashed line circle) it is assigned to the
second class because there are 2 B circles and only 1 A square.

2. Unsupervised
K-means clustering
Real data tends to have different “densities of occurrence”, i.e. for chosen
attributes, data is frequently concentrated in some areas rather than spread
uniformly across the attribute space. A clustering method allows the identification
of data clusters or partitions, which gather similar instances [Cyg13]. K-means
clustering aims to partition a set of n observations (𝑥! , 𝑥! , … , 𝑥! ) where each
observation is a d-dimensional real vector, into k (≤ 𝑛)  clusters 𝑆 = 𝑆! , 𝑆! , … , 𝑆! in
which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean, serving as a
prototype of the cluster. This is to say, minimizing the within-cluster sum of
squares (WCSS). The objective is to find:
!"# !"#
!

!
!!!

!∈!!

𝑥 − 𝜇!

!

,

(2.5)

where𝜇! is the mean of points in 𝑆! .
This results in a partitioning of the data space into Voronoi cells, which can be
seen in figure 2.2.4.
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Fig. 2.2.4 – Space divided into
Voronoi cells

Fig. 2.2.5 Demonstration of the kmeans standard algorithm

The standard algorithm (also referred to as Lloyd’s algorithm) uses an iterative
refinement technique through the following steps:
1. Placing K points into the space represented by the objects that are being
clustered. These points represent initial group centroids.
2. Assignment step (expectation): Assigning each observation to the group
that has the closest centroid (least WCSS):

(!)

𝑆!

= {𝑥! : 𝑥! − 𝑚!

!

!

≤ 𝑥! − 𝑚!

!

!

  ∀𝑗, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘},

(2.6)

where each 𝑥! is assigned to exactly one 𝑆 (!) , even if it could be
assigned to two or more of them.
3. Update step (maximization): When all objects have been assigned,
recalculating the new means to be the centroids of the observations in the
new clusters.
(!!!)

𝑚!

=

!
(!)

!!

(!)

!! !!!

𝑥!  

(2.7)

4. Repeating steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer move.
Although it can be proved that the procedure will always terminate, the k-means
algorithm does not necessarily find the most optimal configuration, corresponding
to the global objective function minimum. The algorithm is also significantly
sensitive to the initial randomly selected cluster centres. The k-means algorithm
can be run multiple times to reduce this effect.
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Advantages
• Fast, robust and easy to understand
• Gives best result when data set are distinct or well separated from each
other.
Disadvantages
• The learning algorithm requires apriori specification of the number of
cluster centres.
• The learning algorithm is not invariant to non-linear transformations.
• Euclidean distance measures can unequally weight underlying factors.
• Unable to handle noisy data and outliners

2.2.2 Tracking in scenarios
In a digital art context, non-linguistic modes of significations gradually overcome static
and traditional transmission channels. Concepts as visual, kinetic, gravitational, proximal
and aural stand as new ambassadors of the new perspective of presenting art forms. A
digital (but not necessarily explicit) understanding of live art and performance is
presented with an essence of experimentation and interaction. On-stage motion and its
features can be regarded as a new dimension of variables, which apprenticeship and
processing can add a new identity to the performing piece.
This is where computer vision’s motion tracking can be useful in all kinds of scenarios,
including performing arts’. The next pages cover a brief summary of technical approaches
to such efforts.
There are three key steps in video analysis [Yil06]
•
•
•

Detection of interesting moving objects
Tracking of such objects from frame to frame
Analysis of object tracks to recognize their behaviour

In simple words, a definition of tracking can be the estimation of the trajectory of an object
in the image plane as it moves around the scene. A tracker assigns consistent labels to
the tracked objects in different frames of a video. Some of the major difficulties in the
tracking of objects or subjects are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loss of information caused by projection of the 3D world on a 2D image
Noise in images
Complex object motion
Partial and full object occlusions
Complex object shapes
Real-time processing requirements

Object representation
An object can be defined as anything that is of interest for further analysis, from fishes in
a tank to dancers on a stage. They can be represented by many kinds of different
shapes[Vee01]:
1. Points. The object is represented by a point (its centroid) as seen in Figure
2.2.6(a), or by a set of points (Figure 2.2.6(b)). This representation gives good
results when tracking objects that occupy small regions in the image.
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2. Primitive geometric shapes. The object shape is represented by a basic
geometrical figure, such as a rectangle, ellipse, etc. (Figure 2.2.6(c), (d)). Object
motion for such representations is usually modelled by translation, affine, or
projective transformation.
3. Object silhouette and contour. Contour representation defines the boundary of
an object (Figure 2.2.6(g), (h)). The silhouette is the region inside the contour
(Figure 1(i)). This kind of representation is suitable for tracking complex non-grid
shapes.
4. Articulated shape models. The objects are composed of body parts that are
held together by joints. The relationship between the parts is governed by
kinematic motion models (i.e. joint model). Each constituent part of an object can
be modelled using cylinders or ellipses (Figure 2.2.6(e)).
5. Skeletal models. Applying medial axis transform to the object silhouette can
extract the object skeleton (Figure 2.2.6(f)). It is used as a shape representation
for recognizing both, articulated and rigid objects and useful to track and interpret
human body movements.
There will be a strong relationship between the object representation and the tracking
algorithm, often chosen according to the application domain.

Feature selection for tracking
Features are the variables that will define an object. In general, the most desirable
property of a visual feature is its uniqueness so that the objects can be easily
distinguished in the feature space.
Usually, many tracking algorithms use a combination of these features:
1. Color. The perceived color of an object is influenced primarily by the spectral
power distribution of the illuminant and the surface reflectance properties of the
object. Many color spaces are used depending on the image processing to be
done. RGB is the most common although it is not perceptually uniform, in the
sense that the difference between the colors in the space do not correspond to
the color differences perceived by humans. YUV is useful to split the Luminance
component from the Chroma components and is a perceptually uniform color
space, while HSV is an approximately uniform color space. However, all these
color spaces are sensitive to noise, so there is no ultimate optimal color space to
use.
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Fig. 2.2.6 – Object representations. (a) centroid, (b) multiple points, (c) rectangular
patch, (d) elliptical patch, (e) part-based multiple patches, (f) object skeleton, (g)
complete object contour, (h) control points on object contour, (i) object silhouette.

2. Edges. The object boundaries cause remarkable changes in image intensities
and edge detection is used to identify this changes. Edge detection is less
sensitive to illumination changes compared to color features. Algorithms that track
the boundary of objects usually use edges as the representative feature. Because
of its simplicity and accuracy, the most popular edge detection approach is the
Canny Edge detector. An example of the last algorithm result is shown in Figure
2.2.7.
3. Optical Flow. Optical flow (OF) is a field of displacement vectors, which defines
the translation of each pixel in a region in a frame-to-frame basis. Such
construction is usually referred to as dense optical flow, associating velocity with
every pixel in an image. Considering the computational cost of the former
algorithm and the information redundancy that computing all pixels of a moving
object – in contrast to just minding the edges, for example – may bring, alternative
options as sparse optical flow appear. Algorithms of this last nature rely on some
means of specifying beforehand the subset of points that are to be tracked. The
most popular sparse tracking technique is the Lucas-Kanade (LK) optical flow.
Figure 2.2.8 shows an example of the algorithm applied to the image of a moving
ballerina. A novel way in which optical flow and k-means can be combined in
order to compute the centroid of a non-stationary process involving movement is
here considered through the optimization of a weighted cost function for the
resulting combination of OF and k-means,
!"# !"#
!

!
!!!

!∈!! ℎ(𝑥)

𝑥 − 𝜇!

!

,

(2.8)
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where h(x) is function that only depends on the average movement computed in a
surrounding area to x using OF. The implementation and results of such original
approach will be described in chapters 3 and 4 respectively.
4. Texture. Texture is a measure of the intensity variation of a surface, which
quantifies properties such as smoothness and regularity. Compared to color,
texture requires a processing step to generate the descriptors. Similar to edge
features, the texture features are less sensitive to illumination changes compared
to color. Figure 2.2.9 shows an example of image segmented using texture
differences.

Fig. 2.2.7 – An example of edge detection using the Canny Edge
detector on a picture of Lena.

Fig. 2.2.8 – Captured frame of a realtime running optical flow on the image
of a ballet dancer

Fig. 2.2.9 – The picture of a zebra
segmented using texture detection on the
background field grass.

Object detection
Object detection mechanisms are required in every tracking method, either in every frame
or when the object first appears in the video. Information can be retrieved from a single
frame or using the temporal information computed from a sequence of frames to reduce
the number of false detections. This temporal information is usually in the form of frame
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differencing, which highlights changing regions in consecutive frames. Given the object
regions in the image, it is then the tracker’s task to perform object correspondence from
one frame to the next to generate the tracks.
The next are some of the most common object detection methods in the context of object
tracking.
1. Point detectors. Used to find interest points in images that have an expressive
texture in their respective localities. They are used in the context of motion, stereo,
and tracing problems. A desirable quality of an interest point is its invariance to
changes in illumination and camera viewpoint.
2. Background subtraction. A way to achieve object detection is building a
representation of the scene called the background model and then finding
deviations from the model for each incoming frame. From there, any significant
change in an image region from the background model signifies a moving object –
also called foreground. The background subtraction is the process applied to
obtain the connected regions corresponding to the objects.
3. Segmentation. The aim of image segmentation algorithms is to partition the
image into perceptually similar regions. Every segmentation algorithm addresses
two problems, the criteria for a good partition and the method for achieving
efficient partitioning. Some techniques that are relevant to object tracking are:
•
•

Mean-shift clustering
Image segmentation using graph-cuts and watershed

4. Supervised Learning. Object detection can be also performed by learning
different object views automatically from a set of examples by means of a
supervised learning mechanism. Given a set of learning examples, supervised
learning methods generate a function that maps inputs to desired outputs. In
context of object detection, the learning examples are composed of pairs of object
features and an associated object class where both of these quantities are
manually defined. It is also possible to use other features such as object area,
object orientation, and object appearance in the form of a density function, i.e.
histogram. Supervised learning methods usually require a large collection of
samples from each object class. Additionally, this collection must be manually
labelled. Two applicable methods to object tracking are:
•
•

Adaptive boosting
Support vector machines

Object Tracking
The aim of an object tracker is to generate the trajectory of an object over time by
locating its position in every frame of the video. Object tracker may also provide the
complete region in the image that is occupied by the object at every time instant. The
tasks of detecting the object and establishing correspondence between the object
instances across frames can either be performed separately or jointly. In the first case,
possible object regions in every frame are obtained by means of an object detection
algorithm, and then the tracker corresponds objects across frames. In the latter case, the
object region and correspondence is estimated jointly by iteratively updating object
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location and region information obtained from previous frames. In either tracking
approach, the objects are represented using the shape models described in section
2.2.2.1. The model selected to represent object shape limits the type of motion or
deformation it can undergo. For example, if an object is represented as a point, then only
a translational model can be used. In the case where a geometric shape representation
(like an ellipse) is used for the object, parametric motion models like affine or projective
transformations are appropriate.
The mainly tracking categories would be:
1. Point tracking. Points represent the objects detected in consecutive frames and
the association of the points is based on the previous object state, which can
include object position and motion. This approach requires an external
mechanism to detect the objects in every frame. An example of object
correspondence is shown in Figure 2.2.10 (a).
2. Kernel tracking. Considering that the kernel refers to the object shape and
appearance - i.e. a rectangular template or an elliptical shape with an associated
histogram, objects are tracked by computing the motion of the kernel in
consecutive frames (Figure 2.2.10 (b)). This motion is usually in the form of a
parametric transformation such as translation, rotation, affine, etc.
3. Silhouette tracking. The object region is estimated in each frame. Silhouette
tracking methods use the information encoded inside the object region. Shape
models are usually in the form of edge maps. The tracking is done either by shape
matching or contour evolution (Figure 2.2.10 (c) (d)). These methods can
essentially be considered as object segmentation applied in the temporal domain
using the last generated from the previous frames.

Issues and problems
The actual process of tracking objects in realistic scenarios may encounter some
difficulties to accomplish. Sometimes objects can partially or totally disappear by
occlusion, interrupting the expected trajectory or experimenting an abrupt shape change.
In other cases, the scene to cover may be too wide for a single camera, which introduces
the need to use a multiple camera system.
Occlusion can be classified into three categories:
•

Self occlusion. One part of the object occludes or hides another part from the
same object. It is most frequently found while tracking articulated objects.

•

Interobject occlusion. Found when two objects being tracked occlude each
other. Some multiobject trackers can exploit the knowledge of the position and the
appearance of the occluder and ocludee to detect and resolve the occlusion.

•

Occlusion by the background scene structure. Tracked objects are occluded
by a structure in the background. Partial occlusions are hard to detect due to the
difficulty to differentiate between the object changing its shape and the object
getting occluded.

Some proposed solutions to handle complete occlusion while tracking are 1) to model the
object motion by linear dynamic models or by nonlinear dynamics and, in the case of
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occlusion, to keep on predicting the object location until the object reappears; 2) to use
silhouette projections during partial occlusions; 3) to use optical flow when assuming that
two objects move in opposite directions; 4) to use multiple cameras viewing the same
scene to provide extra perspective and reveal occlusion issues.
Multiple camera tracking is therefore used for obtaining depth information of the scene
resolving occlusion and additionally useful to increase the area under view. It is important
to keep in mind that depth estimation may imply a high computational cost (which can be
smoothed using a sparse depth map) and that multiple scene-enlarging camera setups
may need some kind of sync algorithm.

2.3. Machine learning, sound synthesis & performance
2.3.1. Acoustics, psychoacoustics and spatial treatment of sound
Performance arts aim to immerse the audience into a specific scenario where a desired
message can be fully transmitted. Because of this, it is intended to bring the spectator
into a sensorial and intellectual state induced and modifiable by the performance means.
The same way that a change in the narrative plot of a theatre play or the movements of a
dancer in a ballet can affect the way that the public relates to the performance, sound can
add a full spectrum of nuances to the experience, actively modifying the sensorial
behaviour of the attendants.
Additionally, a listener is capable of sensing his surrounding in some degree using only
hearing, for example, directions, distances, spatial extents of sound sources and
some characteristics of the room. Knowing that, a special treatment and computer
processing techniques can be applied to sound to emulate this last features and obtain
various spatial mind-sets without modifying the physical characteristics of the scenario or
the sound source layout. The correct use of space can play a fundamental role in music
composition, especially for improving the effectiveness of other musical parameters of
sound, such as pitch, timbre, and intensity.
This chapter has the intention to explain the aspects of sound psychoacoustics that may
lead to some particular audio sensing and how understanding the hearing system can
bring the audio engineer to introduce some artificial features in the sound material in
order to project the sound events in space, which means being able to digitally re-create
some desired surroundings.
It is intended to do a research on the techniques that are most appropriate to apply in the
context of an artistic performance. For this, a theoretical background is supplemented by
some specific digital processing methods.

The nature of sound
Sound is a mechanic vibration that propagates through an elastic and dense medium
(usually air) that is capable of delivering an auditory perception [Carr98]. An overview of
the air mechanics responding to sound vibration can be seen in figure 2.3.1
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Fig. 2.3.1 – Compression and expansion zones of air particles in
the propagation of a sound wave

Consequently, sound can be more precisely described as a time variant sound pressure
present in an audible space (figure 2.3.2). When this pressure reaches the ear, an
acoustic transduction occurs, which makes human beings capable of sensing the audio
phenomena. The inner mechanisms of the hearing sense are qualified enough to
distinguish many variables of the arriving sound. This subjective understanding of sound
is studied in the psychoacoustics area and will be successfully used to synthetise sounds
and effects that may immerse the listener into a specific subjective experience.

Fig. 2.3.2 – Evolution in time of total
sound pressure PT, in any point in space

Fig. 2.3.3 – Hearing system anatomy

Psychoacoustics
Most of the sound treatment related to artistic performance is based on the purpose of
delivering specific feelings to the listeners involved. To do so, we focus on the way that
humans understand sound to emulate distinct scenarios.
As described before, through the mechanisms of compression and rarefaction, sound
waves travel through the air, bounce off the pinna and concha of the exterior ear, and
enter the ear canal. The sound waves vibrate the tympanic membrane (ear drum),
causing the three bones of the middle ear to vibrate, which then sends the energy
through the oval window and into the cochlea where it is changed into a chemical signal
by hear cells in the organ of Corti, which synapse onto spiral ganglion fibres that travel
through the cochlear nerve into the brain. Figure 2.3.3 shows a scheme of the human
hearing system.
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The different hearing organs are shaped in a way that cause specific sound phenomena,
which are of great value in encoding technologies and acoustic engineering. Incidents
like auditory masking or perceptual measures of sound intensity like sonority are great
examples of this, and can be used to play with the listener’s perception.
To understand auditory masking, it is needed to introduce the term critical band, referring
to the frequency bandwidths of the emulating auditory filters created by the cochlea along
its different regions of sound sensing. Thus, auditory masking is referred to the perceived
interference that a tone may inflict to another within the band of frequencies enclosed in a
critical band. Sound shadowing or auditory roughness can occur due to the incompetence
of the mechanism to resolve inputs whose frequency difference is smaller that this critical
bandwidth. Figure 2.3.4 shows the arrangement of a human cochlea with the specific
range of frequencies that every stage perceives. Higher frequencies are sensed prior
than lower ones in space (and hence time). The knowledge of this may result in bit saving
for audio compression or auditory sound effects and phenomena that may be applied for
desired experiences. Figure 2.3.5 shows a schema of how critical bandwidths contribute
to auditory masking.

Fig. 2.3.4 – Cochlea anatomy

Fig. 2.3.5 – Auditory masking dynamics
caused by the shape of critical bans
along the sensing path of the cochlea

Other remarkable events caused by subjective sensing of sound are likely to be
controlled and used in the sound design of a performance. The next is a study on
concepts of spatial hearing involved in audio engineering with the intention to cover the
research done on spatial sounding and its possible application for artistic performances.

Head-related transfer functions
The transfer functions from a sound source to the ear canals are called the headrelated transfer functions (HRTF) [PulLokRoc11]. They are dependent on the
direction of a sound source related to a listener, and they produce temporal and
spectral differences between left and right ear canals. Additionally, it is dependent
on distance with sources if this is less than 1m.
The arrival times of a sound signal vary with direction due to the fact that ears are
located on opposite sides of the skull. Furthermore, the scull overlays an acoustic
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shadow that causes the collateral ear signal to be attenuated. This shadowing,
due to the size of the head in relation with the signal wavelength, is most
prominent at frequencies above 2 kHz and is negligible below about 800 Hz.

Perception of direction
Humans are able to localize sound sources decoding the auditory differences
between the ear channels, called binaural directional cues. We distinguish
between temporal differences (Interaural Time Difference, ITD) and level
differences (Interaural Level Difference, ILD)
•

ITD is the difference in arrival time of a sound between two ears. The path
length difference results in a time difference between the sound’s arrivals
at the ears, which is detected and aids the process of identifying the
direction of sound source.

•

ILD detects the level differences between both ears. These occur due the
shadow that the head overlays between both receptors. ILD is highly
frequency dependant and they increase with increasing frequency.

Both provide information on where a sound source is in the left-right dimension.
The listener can thus decode the angle between the sound source direction and
the median plane. Furthermore, a coordinate system can be presented where the
listener may interpret the actual position of the sound source. The angle between
the median plane and the sound source defines the cone of confusion, which is a
set of points that all satisfy the following condition: the difference in distance from
both eats to any point on the cone is constant, as shown in figure 2.3.6.

Fig. 2.3.6 – The azimuth – elevation coordinate system and
cone of confusion

There are two mechanisms, which refine the perceived direction. One is related to
monaural spectral cues, and the other is the monitoring of the effect of head
rotation to binaural cues. The monaural spectral cues are caused by the pinna of
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the listener, which filters the sound depending on the direction of arrival. The
concha, for instance, is known to have a direction-dependent resonance around 56KHz. Nevertheless, a sufficiently broad and locally smooth spectrum is needed to
decode the direction from the monaural spectrum. If the signal has too narrow a
bandwidth, monaural spectral cues cannot be decoded.

Perception of the spatial extent of the sound source
Perceiving the extent of a sound source may play a big role in the mental
characterization of a physical scenario. In some cases it is possible to perceive
this dimension but, unfortunately, the knowledge in this are is relatively sparse.
Nonetheless, it has been observed that when the frequency content is narrower,
or the duration of the stimulus is short, the perceived widths of the sources are
perceived to be narrower than in reality [Bla97, PB82, CT03]. When a broadspectrum sound signal is presented using loudspeakers in different directions, the
sound source appears wide, though not as wide as the loudspeaker group is.

Room effect, reflections, reverberation and perception of distance
Rooms and physical spaces extremely condition the hearing of a sound by adding
reverberation, composed of reflections from surfaces. This can significantly vary
the sound path from the source to the listener, causing delocalization and
coloration of the sound. Additionally, humans can estimate the size of the room
and even surface materials by listening to sounds. The perception relies on the
density of the reflections and the length of the reverberation. Studies on this
spatial dependence of listening raise the knowledge on how to materially prepare
rooms for optimal listening and, on the other hand, how to emulate some
particular room transfer functions and psychologically place the audience into
virtual scenarios.
When studying the effect of delayed incoming sounds, three temporal stages are
differentiated. First, the direct sound gets to the listener as it has the shortest
distance. All reflections arriving after that time are called early reflection while the
last form the reverberation tail. A temporal graphic representation of the arrival of
the various reflections with its own energetic level is called an echogram and is
represented in figure 2.3.7.
The perceived distance of a sound source is affected by the perceived loudness of
itself [Bla97]. The acoustical room effect can also be used by the listener to
perceive distance to source. The more the room effect is present in the ear canals
of the listener, the farther away is the source perceived. If the impulse response
contains no strong early reflections, the source is perceived to be relatively near.
Studio reverberators use this with a pre-delay parameter, which controls de delay
between the direct sound and the reverb tail. The larger the time gap is, the closer
the source appears to be.
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Fig. 2.3.7 – Echogram

Spatial audio effects
The upcoming pages gather a collection of up-to-date ideas and strategies for spatial
treatment of sound.
•

Two channel loudspeaker system

Fig. 2.3.8 – Standard stereophonic listening configuration

1. Amplitude panning in loudspeakers
This is the most frequently used virtual-source-positioning technique, which
provides a relatively robust directional effect and a lack of prominent coloring.
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A sound signal is applied to loudspeakers with different amplitudes, which can
be formulated as
𝑥𝑖 𝑡 = 𝑔𝑖 ∗ 𝑥(𝑡), 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁,

(2.9)

where xi(t) is the signal to be applied to loudspeaker i , gi is the gain factor
corresponding to the channel, N is the number of loudspeakers, and t is time.
The listener perceives a virtual source with direction dependant on the gain
factors.
If the listener is located equally distant from the loudspeakers, the panning
law estimates the perceived direction from the gain factors of the
loudspeakers. An example of a method to calculate this direction is the
tangent law by Bennett [BBE85] and it is formulated as
!"#$
!"#$!

=   

!!!!!
!!!!!

.

(2.10)

To prevent undesired changes in loudness of the virtual source depending on
panning direction, the sum-of-squares of the gain factors should be
normalized:
!
!
!!! 𝑔!

= 1.

(2.11)

Nonetheless, the amplitude-panning method creates a comb-filter effect in the
sound spectrum, which is relatively mild, and when heard in a normal room,
the reverberation smooths the coloring effect prominently.

2. Time and phase delays in loudspeaker playback
When a constant delay is applied to one loudspeaker in stereophonic listening,
virtual sources with transient signals are perceived to migrate towards the
loudspeaker that radiates the earlier sound signal. Maximal effect is achieved
when the delay is approximately 1.0 ms or more. The impact of the effect is
highly related to the signal spectrum. With continuous signals containing low
frequencies, the effect is less prominent than with modulated signals
containing high frequencies.
At low frequencies the delays between loudspeakers turn into level differences
and at high frequencies to time differences between ears. The produced
binaural cues vary with frequency, and different cues suggest different
directions for virtual sources [PKH99]. Therefore, a spread perception of
sound may be generated, which can be desirable in some cases.
Listeners susceptible to this effect should be situated in a fixed position since
movement towards the delayed loudspeaker could compensate the delay
introduced by the effect.
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A further method to spread the virtual source between the loudspeakers is to
change the phase spectrum of the sound differently at different frequencies. A
basic method is to convolve the signal to be heard with two different short
bursts of white noise. Otherwise, different delays can be applied to different
frequencies. This effectively spreads out the virtual source between the
loudspeakers, and the effect is audible over a large listening area.

•

Multichannel loudspeaker layouts
1. 2-D loudspeaker setups
2-D loudspeaker setups refer to those where all loudspeakers are placed on
the horizontal plane. Pair-wise amplitude panning is the best method to
position virtual sources if the number of loudspeakers is less than around 20.
Outside the best listening position the perceived direction collapses to the
nearest loudspeaker producing a specific sound. This implies that the maximal
directional error is of the same order of magnitude with the angular separation
of loudspeakers from the listener’s viewpoint in pair-wise panning. In practice,
when the number of loudspeakers exceeds about eight, the virtual sources are
perceived to be in the similar directions in a large listening area.

2. 3-D loudspeaker setups
2-D loudspeaker setup refers to a configuration of loudspeakers that are not in
the same plane as the listener. The setup typically includes some elevated
are/or lowered loudspeakers added to a horizontal setup. In this case, Tripletwise panning can be used in such setups [Pul97]. In it, a sound signal is
applied to a maximum of three loudspeakers at one time that form a triangle
from the listener’s viewpoint. If more than three loudspeakers at one time that
form a triangle from the listener’s viewpoint. If more than three loudspeakers
are valuable, the setup is divided into triangles, see figure 2.3.9.

•

Time delay-based systems
This methods use time-delays instead of amplitude differences to position the
virtual sources.
The most complete one is the wave-field synthesis technique, which
requires a large number of carefully equalized loudspeakers [BVV93]. It aims
to reconstruct the whole sound field in a listening room. When a virtual source
is reproduced, the sound for each loudspeaker is delayed and amplified in a
manner that a desired circular or planar sound wave occurs as a superposition
of sounds from each loudspeaker. The virtual source can be positioned far
behind the loudspeakers, or in some cases even in the space inside the
loudspeaker array, as shown in figure 2.3.10. The loudspeaker signals have to
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Fig. 2.3.9 – a 3-D triangulated loudspeaker system for tripletwise panning after [PulLokRoc11]

be equalized depending on the virtual source position. A drawback is that to
create a desired wave field in the total area inside the array, it is needed that
the loudspeakers are at a distance of maximally a half wavelength from each
other. The area in which a perfect sound field synthesis is achieved diminishes
with the increasing frequency. In practice, given the human perception
mechanism, more error can be allowed above approximately 1.5 kHz.
•

Time-frequency processing of spatial audio
Taking psychoacoustics into account again, the direction resolution of spatial
hearing is limited within auditory frequency bands. In principle, all sounds
within one critical band can be only perceived as a single source with broader
or narrower extent. This differs from visual perception, where already one eye
can detect the direction of large number of visual objects sharing the same
colour.
The limitations of spatial auditory perception imply that the spatial realism
needed in visual reproduction is not needed in audio. This is to say that the
spatial accuracy in reproduction of acoustical wave field can be compromised
without decrease in perceptual quality.
DirAC(Directional Audio Codec) is a related technology for spatial audio and a
signal-processing method for spatial sound, which can be applied to spatial
sound reproduction for any multichannel loudspeaker layout, or headphones.
In DirAC, it is assumed that at one time instant and at one critical band the
spatial resolution of the auditory system is limited to decoding one cue for
direction and another for inter-aural coherence. The processing can be divided
into three steps:
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1. Analysis: The sound signals are divided into frequency bands using filter
bank or STFT (Short-Time Fourier Transform). The diffuseness and
direction of arrival of sound at each frequency band are analysed
depending on time.
2. Transmission: A mono channel is transmitted with directional information.
In applications targeting for the best quality, all recorded channels are
transmitted.
3. Synthesis: The sound at each frequency channel is first divided into
diffuse and non-diffuse streams. The diffuse stream is then produced
using method which produces maximally diffuse perception of sound. Nondiffuse stream is produced with a technique that produces as point-like
perception of sound source as possible

2.3.2. Sound synthesis and machine learning
Sound synthesis
This chapter provides an overview on sound-processing methods that are able to deliver
new sound experiences either synthesizing new sound or modifying an audio input. Two
categories can be distinguished:
•
•

Time-segment processing
Time-frequency processing.

The first refer to the time-domain algorithms that mainly influence in the pitch and the
time duration of the audio signal whilst the later make reference to the sound
transforming processing that deals with the spectral transformation of a sound.
Some time-segment processing techniques can be based on time stretching, which is
founded on the contraction or expansion of the duration of an audio signal, pitch shifting,
which emulates musical transposition used in intonation correction, chorus effects, etc. or
time shuffling and granulation, which introduces a distortion in sound based on
reassembling an audio source into a mixture of hundreds of tiny fragments of sound.
It is in the last time-segment technique, time shuffling and granulation, were this research
found the most interesting outcome to be applied in the performance prototype. The next
lines make an outline of some up-to-date granulation techniques.

Granular Synthesis
It is the time-segment processing technique that fits best with some artistic purpose given
the resultant sound artifacts that the procedure delivers. Granular synthesis aims to
create new sound structures with the idea of building a complex sound out of a large set
of elementary sounds.
The basis of the technique is to build up acoustic events from thousands of sound grains.
Each of them last a brief moment (typically 1 to 100 ms), which approaches the minimum
perceivable event time for duration, frequency and amplitude discrimination [Tru00a]
[DuPolKne11].
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The granulation effect is an application of granular synthesis where material out of which
the grains are formed is an input signal. If 𝑥 𝑛 and 𝑦 𝑛 are the input and output signals,
the grains 𝑔! (𝑖) would be extracted from the input with the help of a window function
𝑤! 𝑖 of length 𝐿! by
𝑔! 𝑖 =   𝑥 𝑖 + 𝑖! 𝑤! 𝑖 ,

(2.12)

with i=0, …, 𝐿!!! . The time instant 𝑖! indicates the point where the segment is extracted;
the length 𝐿! determines the amount of signal extracted; the window waveform 𝑤! 𝑖
should ensure fade-in and fade-out at the border of the grain and affects the frequency
content of the grain. Long grains tend to maintain the timbre identity of the portion of the
input signal, while short ones acquire a pulse-like quality. When the grain is long, the
window has a flat top and is used only to fade-in and fade-out the borders of the segment.
The synthesis formula is given by
𝑦 𝑛 =   

! 𝑎! 𝑔!

𝑛 − 𝑛! ,

(2.13)

where𝑎! is an eventual amplitude coefficient and 𝑛! is the time instant where the grain is
placed in the output signal. The grains can overlap. Figure 2.3.10 shows the output point
and amplitude of an example of granulation with random values of the grain initial point
and length parameters.
As a conclusion, granulation can obtain a wide variety of sound effects. For instance, a
sound texture effect can be obtained when many short grains overlap (i.e., the distance is
less than 𝐿! ). The main parameters of granulation are: grain duration, selection order
from input sound, amplitude of grains, temporal pattern in synthesis and grain density (i.e.,
grains per second). Density is a primary parameter, as it determines the overall texture,
whether sparse or continuous. It is also possible to extract grains from different sound
files to create hybrid textures, e.g., evolving from one texture to another.

Fig. 2.3.10 – Example of granulation after [DuPolKne11]
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Machine learning
Some strategies can be undertaken to apply machine learning techniques to these kind of
sound creations. Following with the last example, the strategies for choosing the
synthesis instants and length can be automatized grouped into two rather simplified
categories: synchronous, mostly based on deterministic functions, and asynchronous,
based on stochastic functions and methods such as Independent Component Analysis
(ICA) [Hyv01]. ICA is a class of machine learning method for separating a multivariate
signal into additive subcomponents as independent as possible, and attempts to
decompose a multivariate signal into independent non-Gaussian signals mainly based on
two assumptions:
•
•

The source signals are independent of each other.
The values in each source signal have non-Gaussian distributions.

Thus, ICA uses the principle of maximum non-Gaussianity to find the local maximum of
variable y based on a linear combination of an input variable x,
𝑦=

! 𝑏! 𝑥!

(2.14)

The resulting variables, i.e. the independent components (also known as latent variables),
are computed to maximize the statistical independence of the estimated components and,
accordingly, the way in which independence is defined by the ICA algorithm governs its
specific form. Generally speaking, there are two main approaches in the context of ICA
for ensuring this independence:
•
•

Minimization of mutual information
Maximization of non-Gaussianity

ICA is closely related to blind signal separation and has many practical applications in
different fields such pattern recognition, telecommunications and smart sensors among
others.

Fig. 2.3.11– Generation of a normal randon variable through granular synthesis
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ICA-based Granular Synthesis
The central limit theorem stresses the fact that a sum of many independent random
variables will tend to normally distributed given certain conditions. Hence, the result of
mixing many granules (e.g. tens of thousands) using asynchronous synthesis will
resemble to a noise-like signal and thus will sound similar than white noise (see Fig.
2.3.11), which is an inherent problem of such approach to synthesis.	
  
However it is possible to reduce this phenomenon when mixing thousands of granules
taking advantage of those ICA algorithms that computes independence through the
maximization of non-Gaussianity in the output variable y. According to the above
synthesis formula, let be {xi} a sequence of sounds generated using granular synthesis
and then the estimation of an one-channel mixture of grains y will be done using ICA in
order to obtain a mixing vector as far from normality as possible. With such novel method,
it is possible to reduce the amount of noise generated by the granular synthesis and,
thus, to generate a “clearer” sound even when thousands of grains are used.The
implementation and results of such original approach will be described in chapters 3 and
4 respectively.

Fig. 2.3.12 –ICA-based granular synthesizer diagram
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3. Smart technologies for interaction:
Methodology & Development
3.1. Introduction
Introduction
The research was designed to condense into an actual dance piece including a
meaningful variety of smart technologies for interaction. This first part of chapter 3
explains the motivation behind the project and the methodology followed for its
accomplishment.
Information Theory specifies a mathematical approach for transferring meaningful data or
what we know as information. An artistic installation or performance can be seen as
another information-theoretic model of communication, where an artist uses different kind
of channels to transmit certain inquires. Following this research line, a dance piece was
composed, choreographed and performed with the subsequent purpose of investigating
the use of machine learning based technologies into an artistic modulation of the famous
Claude E. Shannon’s proposed communication model.
The project aims to investigate how the understanding and transforming of data from an
embed system inside a performance can modify the role of the main agents in the act –or
communication context. The introduction of machine learning real-time algorithms can
undoubtedly add an intelligence that may bring eloquent decisions to the act’s plot,
allowing an upraised level of interaction. It is for the sake of interaction that the piece will
try to break conventional models of hardly split audience-dancer scenarios and enclose a
feedback setting, where audience behaviour will affect the dancer’s mood and vice versa.

Fig. 3.1.1 – Scheme of the proposed scenario for a real-time
sensed dance scenario
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More than using technology as a simple aesthetic addition to a scenario, this project has
been developed with the strong believe that technology can add a certain level of
spontaneity into an artwork and can revolutionize the way how artistic ideas can be
communicated and apprehended. The roles of sender and receiver are no longer a static
position, and the channels where the plot is transmitted are opened to real-time
enhancement and modification. Figures 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 show a scheme of the proposed
scenario and communication context.

Fig. 3.1.2 – Diagram of the proposed feedback in a real-time
sensed dance scenario
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3.2. ZOI. Piece description and structure
Description
The result of this thesis is a dance piece prototype, which integrates some of the studied
technologies for interaction.
The idea was to explore the possibilities of real-time tracking technologies, audio-visual
manipulation and machine learning techniques to enhance and re-invent the nature of a
dance piece. Some premises preceded the development:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technology means should not undertake an explicit main role in the act.
The act would include a solo dancer.
The format would allow a small amount of people as audience.
Audience would not take a passive role in the act.
The collective behaviour of the audience will affect the sound composition to be
danced by the dancer.
The dancer’s movements would affect the visual installation affecting the
audience behaviour assuming a certain amount of action feedback in the system.

The outcome is called ZOI, as an acronym for Zero, One and Infinite alluding to Willem
van der Poel’s Zero One Infinity informatics rule. It is a 28 minute dance piece which
includes one dancer and 5 audience members. The dancer is set to vary in each
celebration so as the audience, all of whom approach the date of the performance with
not much more than some instructions (which can be found in the Appendices). The
graphical trademark or logotype for the piece can be seen in Figure 3.2.1.
ZOI is actually a 4-section dance piece named
after the three stages ZERO, ONE and INFINITE
plus an added INTRODUCTION section, which
serves for the artistic purpose.

Fig. 3.2.1 – ZOI’s logotype

Each section has been created and choreographed
following specific composition intentions, all of
which were secondly shaped, built and enhanced
with technology. Nonetheless, the machinery has
been left to play a slave role to the artistic
purposes, which raised and got inspiration from
multiple contemporary references such as Umberto
Eco’s contrast between poetry in geometrical
harmony and artistic display based on casualty,
chaos and erratic movement [Eco62], Emmanuel
Levinas’ relationship between infinity and the
recognition of “The Other” [Lev69], Rudolf Laban’s
geometric projection of movement into his own
concept of Choreutics or Space Harmony[Bra08]
and Stamatia Portanova’s dissertation in digital
philosophy and choreographic thoughts [Port13].

The dance piece as a whole aims to guide the
participants (dancer and audience) through the path of disconnecting movement from a
pure intellectual decision and bringing motion into a more sensorial and creative plane.
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The next section outlines the structure of the piece with its main inquires, organization
and applied technologies, omitting the specific programming algorithms, which will be
listed and described in section 3.5 ZOI’s algorithms.

Structure
Introduction (Intro)
• Concept: Dancer and audience have a time to introduce
themselves to the space, sonority and mood of the piece.
• Rooms: Alpha + Omega
• Length: 12 min.
Room ALPHA
Intro.0: Loneliness and blind perception (7’)
The dancer alone following the RST protocol (i.e. “preheating and
warming up” base on slow-to-fast movement induced by
audiovisual composition from the later sections to know the place.
The RST (Rhythm- Scenario- Trance) protocol has three parts:
0.I. Rhythm (1’): Train and test a nearest neighbor classifier for
discriminating ZOI states
0.2. Scenario (2’): Learn to select probabilistically a ZOI scenario.
0.3. Trance (4’): ZOI Trance-like induction in the ZOI scenario with
greatest probability.
Intro.1: The blind entrance (2’)
Collective sonic outbursts (I): When music stops so does the
dancer and she/he is blinded. Later, ZOI users are placed within
the scene with the help of ZOI operators surrounding him/her.
Since users are blinded by a mask someone will guide them for
being placed correctly.
At the same time, motion is detected using Optical flow enhanced
with a k-means algorithm that tracks movement centroids. The
instant motion module of the centroids is weighted by the maximum
detected motion, which defines a gain envelope for some triggered
sound artefacts. The optical flow vectors are visually projected in
the background.
Intro.2: In the darkness (3’)
Collective sonic outbursts (II): Similarly to the previous section,
dancer and users (except one that remains blinded) are uncovered
from eye masks while a different sound is triggered following the
same algorithm.
Dancer remains still and absent while the audience discovers their
new location.
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Room OMEGA
ZOI users (i.e. audience) are blinded by masks and moved by ZOI
operators to another room (outside the precious scene) and,
accordingly, do not see but hear some background noise designed
specifically to produce disorientation.

Zero (0)
• Concept: Dancer invites audience to a state of general stillness.
• Room: Alpha
• Length: 5 min.
0.0: Void (1’)
Motion computation: Audiovisual material for 0.0 is displayed,
introducing a dark and mysterious atmosphere. Dancer remains
completely still leaving the audience to their own will.
The general motion is computed using the optical flow + k-means
algorithm and is used to train a NN classifier with 4 initial value
prototypes. The purpose is to obtain a mean of the general motion
of the audience to decide whether they are close to stillness or
remain quite frenetic. This decision will affect the volume in which
the next subsection will play and the length of the speed window
(explained in 0.1). If the general mood is far from still, the following
output volume will be lower to compensate that energy. Over the
last 30 seconds, a mean of the general motion is computed and
classified with the trained NN, giving an output volume.
0.1: Mirroring (3')
Volume: The audio-visual material is displayed at the decided
volume in the previous subsection.
Speed windows: In this section, the audio-visual material is
displayed in fractions of time determined in the previous subsection
by the parameter speed window. In this fraction of time, the mean
motion (optical flow + k-means) is computed and classified through
an analogue 5 initial value NN classifier to determine the speed at
which the media is going to be played.
0.2: Acknowledgement (1’)
Space / Spectrum location: Movement is located as an average
of the quadrants where most of the movement centroids appear
(optical flow + k-means). This location in space is converted to the
frequency spectrum by modifying the cut-off frequency of a bandpass filter processing a white noise sample.
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One (1)
• Concept: Dancer feeds the system with motion. Audience is brought to
a circle position representing unity.
• Rooms: Alpha
• Length: 5 min.
1.0: Momentum trigger (1’)
ZOI operators move all the participants to a corner of the room. The
remaining blinded user is uncovered. The dancer starts the
movement being defined by the Euclidean distance of the relative
position of the movement centroids through time. This triggers
Collective sonic outbursts (III).
1.1: Circle closing (3')
While the same algorithm tracks the collective movement, the
dancer brings all users to a circle position physically manipulating
them with any chosen part of his/her body except the hands.
1.2: Unity (1’)
Users are placed around the dancer in a circle position while
general movement increases thanks to the dancer’s attitude. The
audiovisual material is still enhanced with Collective sonic
outbursts (III).

Infinite (I)
• Concept: Dancer leads the audience to an intense continuous motion
and then leaves the scenario to test the feedback.
• Rooms: Alpha
• Length: 6 min.
I.0: Apprehension (3’)
Continuous movement: The configuration is abruptly broken by
the dancer who starts an increasing chaotic and frenetic movement.
Background subtraction (I): As a metaphor regarding the existing
motion, a background subtraction algorithm is computed, taking as
background reference pixels the input from the camera every
random number of frames, which boundaries are parameters
modified by the Optical flow + k-means centroid dispersion. The
projection is real-time affected with the addition of the out-coming
foreground pixels. To add a level of disturbance, the presented
pixels are periodically displayed in an inverted position after being
processed through a fast bluring algorithm.
Sonic outbursts (IV): As an analogy to the previous sonic
outbursts, a gain envelope of a sample is modified by the
dispersion of the movement centroids producing sound after the
general motion.
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I.1: Transcendence (2')
Total motion: Dancer increases the room dynamics to a nonstopping motion. The audience is constantly interrupted and
affected to avoid stillness.
Background subtraction (II): The previous algorithm is modified to
obtain a higher agitated atmosphere. The background selection
period gets shorter and the display of the foreground pixels is not
mixed but alternated with the display of the off-line video
projections.
I.2: Return (1’)
Loneliness: Dancer brusquely abandons the room when the
motion reached its peak, leaving the audience by themselves facing
the lack of a leader and giving them time to consider their physical
and mental state. No further guide is delivered until the end of the
piece where general lights are turned on meaning the end of the
piece.

Fig. 3.2.2 – General scheme of ZOI’s structure
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3.3. Methodology and schedule
Methodology and schedule
The project has been designed, implemented and tested in the spring of 2015 within a
semester time in the city of Barcelona.

Design and conception
The design and conception part took place over the first two months where a plausible
and interesting framework was researched to build the basis of the piece. Weekly
meetings between the author and the thesis advisor where held to gather a rich collection
of references including books, journal and conference papers, scientific and philosophical
articles and other published dissertations. The goal was to create a proof-of-concept
realization sufficiently founded on both cultural and technological backgrounds. The next
is a list of topics in which the reference material was organized:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aesthetics
Cognition
Collective behaviour (dynamics)
Dance-Performance
Dance-Performance Technology
Performance philosophy
Philosophy and mathematics
Technology – machine learning, computer vision, etc.

Additionally, some courses and workshops about specifically related areas where
attended by the author and director. These are described in Table 3.1.1:

Date

Course

Venue

Imparted by

Nov.,
2014

Code and choreography
intersection. Analysing and
visualizing space and movement

Mira Festival
14’

Arístides García
(Canary Islands) &
Christian Loclair
(Germany)

May,
2015

Vvvv. Real-time production for
audiovisual presentations.

Hangar

Manuel Palenque
(Argentina)

Jun.,
2015

Introduction to non-lineal
methods for computer assisted
musical composition.
(MAX/MSP)

Hangar

Wolfgang Gil
(Venezuela)

Jun.,
2015

Spatial non- representational
sound composition.

Hangar

Daniel Neumann
(Germany / New
York)

Table 3.3.1 - List of theme related workshops attended during the Thesis
development.
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As a result, the raw sampled, synthesized and arranged by the authors audio-visual
material included in the piece will consist in:
1. Video projections
2. Amplified sound.
3. Light conditions.
Finally, it is important to remark the author’s ten-year previous experience as a dancer /
choreographer in contemporary and urban dances and the advisor’s wide background on
contemporary dance.

Development schedule
Given the multidisciplinary and experimental nature of the project, the development has
been done following several rehearsing iterations every three weeks (approx.) along the
course time. Each one served as a deadline for choreographic and implementation
enclosures and as a way to test and improve technical and aesthetic results.
This approach can be easily seen as an analogy to the Scrum (Agile) software
development methodology, inspired by empirical inspect and adapt feedback loops to
cope with complexity and risk. Both put emphasis in decision making from real-world
results rather than speculation, making improving iterations on the product (or
performance) while keeping it in a fully operative state at all times. After each sprint, a
next stage is planned by the stakeholders and team members to feed the loop again and
deliver better results.

•

1st iteration based on theoretical background
o
o
o
o

Venue: Varium, escola de dansa i movement.
Date: 17-04-2015
Dancer: Luis Muñoz
Audience: LeïtiSene, Nil Fruitós, Pia Callís, Sergi Pujol, Blanca Montreal,
Albert Morancho, Daniel Castillo, Gisela Roset, Gerard de la Cruz
Goals: To design and compose a structured dance piece and the audio-visual
material to escort the choreography. To celebrate an offline – with no
presence of algorithmic interaction – performance injecting a specific mood
and atmosphere in order to test the aesthetic result and the reaction of the
participants.

•

2nd iteration based on aesthetical enhancement
o
o
o
o

Venue: Varium, escola de dansa i movement.
Date: 08-05-2015
Dancer: Diego de la Rosa
Audience: Albert Mendoza, Diego Sinniger, Pol Carrizo, Anna Valldepera,
Mònica Déu, Abraham, Clara Thomson, Anne Herman
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Goals: To redefine the spatial structure, add more light and rearrange the
choreography to obtain aesthetical improvements. To test an algorithmic
implementation in the first part of the piece

st

Fig. 3.3.1 – Image of the 1 Iteration rehearsal
with insufficient light conditions

Fig. 3.3.2 – 2
Room

•

nd

Iteration in Omega

Fig. 3.3.3 – 2
Room

nd

Iteration in Alpha

3rditeration based on interaction
o
o
o
o

Venue: Varium, escola de dansa i movement.
Date: 29-05-2015
Dancer: Bene Carrat
Audience:1st act: Josean Torres, Inma Martín, Marc Carrizo, Eva Morcillo,
Júlia Vidal. 2nd act: Carlos Espierrez, Laura Cruellas, Elena Agudo, Carles
García
Goals: To fix minor choreographic issues. To apply and test the developed
algorithm in the real event. To integrate the code developed by different
parties and calibrate its use for optimal performance.
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rd

Fig. 3.3.4 – Image from the 3 Iteration

•

4thiteration based on system enhancement and optimization
o
o
o
o

Venue: old establishment “Alta peluquería Maria Guerrero”
Date: 26-06-2105
Dancer: Hector Plaza
Audience:1st act: Roger Galtés, Ana Clerch, Javier Rueda, Marion Giner 2nd
act: Marion Giner, OriolColomar, Lidia Llovera, Aida Rahn, Ramiro Bruna,
Goals: To integrate all the developed algorithms, do measurements about
time and performance, check the mobility of the piece to other venues and
adjust the format to a more professional framework. To test all variables for
system optimization.

Developing tools
The tools used to compose the pre-recorded audio-visual material existent in the piece
where:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ableton Live: Own synthesizers and sample rearranging.
Granular Synthesis using Matlab
Sergi
Adobe After Effects
Slit Scan technique developed with Processing 2.0

To implement the real-time algorithmic system that would sustain the core of the
interactive technologies, many options where proposed.
First, the major concern was to fulfil real-time requirements and efforts were focused on
finding a fast responding programming language. An early decision was taken to avoid
designing an interaction system that explicitly modified the audio-visual media from a
direct data sensing, including, instead, some statistical processing in between both
processes. This led the participants to a less obviously perceived interaction than a
simple direct “movement-sound” effect. The design avoided the strong need of an
incredibly fast response time and permitted to take other aspects into evaluation like
multi-platform compatibility and easiness for audio-visual file manipulation. The
advantages, drawbacks and uses of the tested platforms are summarized in Table 3.3.2
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Platform

Advantages

Drawbacks

- Fast
performance on
real.-time apps.
- Includes
OpenCV library

- Need to build all
methods from
scratch.
-Possible
incompatibility
when building in
different
platforms.
- Only works on
Windows

- Really good and
fast on real-time
audiovisual
scenarios.
-Uses GPU
-Multi-user live
programming
environment.
-Java based
- Object Oriented
methodology

Used for
- Translating
some algorithms
to Java
-Trying some
community build
algorithms
- Testing real time
aesthetic paths.

-Visual
programming
environment

- Real-time
response could
be faster

- Implementing
the whole system.
-Prototyping small
features

- Easy
Audiovisual
processing

-Executing the
piece in a realtime scenario

-OpenCV
compatible
-Free
- Available for
Mac OS &
Windows
- Used in many
references

- Slow
performance

- Offline media
composition.

-Not valid for realtime applications

- Experimenting
with audio and
video processing.

Table 3.3.2 - Collection of researched developing environments

The final decision was to implement the software using Processing given its Java based
environment and its consequent easiness to switch between OS platforms (Windows /
Mac OS / Linux) and its object oriented methodology. The existence of many extension
APIs and libraries also makes Processing a very useful tool. These are some of the
libraries put to use:
-

Beads (www.beadsproject.net) [Merz11]
blocDetection (http://www.v3ga.net/processing/BlobDetection/)
opencv_processing (https://github.com/atduskgreg/opencv-processing)
TSPS 4 (http://www.tsps.cc/)
Toxiclibs (http://toxiclibs.org/)
Codeanticode (https://github.com/codeanticode/
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3.4. Space and material
Material
The following is a list of material that served for some purpose in the development of the
present Degree Thesis:
Research
•
•
•
•
•

Computer: Apple iMac 27”, Quad Core i7 3,5 GHz, 24 GB Ram Memory,
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780M 4096 MB
Internet connection and cloud storage service (Google Drive)
Reference material (books, e-books, articles, workshops, performances,
etc.)
Study room or work office.
Printer, notepad + office material

Development
•
•
•
•

Computer: Apple iMac 27”, Quad Core i7 3,5 GHz, 24 GB Ram Memory,
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780M 4096 MB
Dedicated software
Adam A7X studio monitors + Native Instruments Traktor A10 USB sound
interface.
Printer, notepad + office material

Performance
Running software
• Apple MacBook Pro 13”, Dual Core, 10 GB Ram memory + internal
webcam (1280x720, 30fps)
Sound
• 2 Guitar amplified loudspeakers (Venue 1)
• 2 active near-field studio monitors: Adam A7x (Venue 2)
Projection
• VGA projector (XSAGON HL500B, 2000 Lumens or Benq MS521P,
3000 Lumens)
• Mini DisplayPort to DVI adaptor
Light
•
•

60 W lamp
Light from projector

Recording
• 2 Tripods
• 1 Canon DSLR Camera
• 1 Nikon DSLR Camera
Atrezzo
• 6 eye covering masks.
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Space
Space is an important element in the configuration of ZOI. The first premise is that
the venue should not be a conventional theatre and should be previously
unknown to the attendants, seeking for a higher tension atmosphere.
The first 3 iterations where done in the showers of the men’s lockers room in
“Varium, escola de dansa i movement” and the 4th and last iteration was
performed in an abandoned and former hairdressing establishment. Both
emplacements counted with two separate rooms (alpha + omega)

Varium, escola de dansa i movement
Room alpha (α )
This room was placed in the middle of a four shower room. The total space
was approximately 6 m2 and the wall was covered with glazed tile material.
Figure 3.4.1 sketches the configuration, including the emplacement of the
distinct material.

Fig. 3.4.1 – Distribution of room alpha in Varium

Room omega (Ω)
The room was added after identifying the need for an auxiliary space to
warm-up and introduce the audience to the mood of the piece. The light
conditions had to be sufficient for recording the act and the room should
not be far away from alpha, since users have to be accompanied from one
to the other in a short period of time.
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In Varium, this shower was set in a changing room 4 meters away from
room alpha. Figure 3.4.2 shows a sketch on the distribution of this last
room and figure 3.4.3 shows a scheme of the connection between both
rooms.

Fig. 3.4.2 – Distribution of room omega in Varium

Fig. 3.4.3 – Connection between both rooms (Alpha + Omega). The red line
shows the path followed by the audience in the Intro section.
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Former hairdressing establishment “Alta peluquería Maria Guerrero”
Room alpha (α )
The room was placed in the basement floor of the shop after descending
17 stairs from the first room (omega). The total extension (~15m2 ) was
reduced with a curtain division that habilitated a total of approximately 5 m2
for the show. The ventilation was poor, which conducted to high
temperature conditions that elevated the tension inflicted. Figure 3.4.4
sketches the configuration.

Fig. 3.4.4 – Distribution of room alpha in the hairdressing
establishment

Room omega (Ω)
Located just after the main entrance (covered by a low roller blind), this
room was approximately 15 m2, allowing plenty of space for user
disorientation. One wall was entirely built with glass and the other 3 where
empty, producing confusing sound reflections. The route to room alpha
included a totally confusing 17 steps stairway. Figure 3.4.5 shows the
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distribution room and figure 3.4.6 shows a scheme of the connection
between both rooms.

Fig. 3.4.5 – Distribution of room omega in the
hairdressing establishment

Fig. 3.4.6 – Connection between both rooms (Alpha + Omega). The red line
shows the path followed by the audience in the Intro section.
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3.5. ZOI Algorithms
This section includes a diagram of the algorithms through the 4 sections of the piece, a
high-level algorithmic description of the ML and tracking algorithms involved and a short
overview of the JAVA class/objects.

Diagrams
Intro (alpha)

I
n
t
r
o
(
o
m
e
g
a
)
Fig 3.5.1 – Algorithm diagram of Intro (alpha)
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Intro (omega)

Fig 3.5.2 – Algorithm diagram of Intro (omega)

Zero

Fig 3.5.3 – Algorithm diagram of Zero
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One

Fig 3.5.4 – Algorithm diagram of One

Infinite

Fig 3.5.5 – Algorithm diagram of Inf.0 + Inf.1
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Fig 3.5.6 – Algorithm diagram of Inf.2

Classes
The code is object oriented and uses many objects from different classes to execute the
several methods needed for the purpose. The next is a summary of classes included in
ZOI’s code:
1. NN: Nearest neighbour classifier with 4 auto-adjusted initial thresholds. The
method classify computes the Euclidean distance of the input to all thresholds and
returns the closest one upgrading the value of these last.
2. BGSubtraction: performs a background subtraction algorithm aimed at
aesthetical purpose, displaying the foreground computed after a random period.
The result is processed with a fast blurring algorithm and displayed inverted
periodically for pure aesthetical questions. The image is captured from a camera
instance which pixels are colour compared to the background-selected image and
displayed differentially.
3. StateClassifier: computes mean and variance for each state using an online
training algorithm. This class has an own video display function and a motion
processing method to compute the stochastic variables.
4. camera: creates a camera instance to read from the built-in webcam. Allows
choosing fps (1, 15 or 30) and resolution (80x45, 160x90, 320x180, 640x360 or
1280x720).
5. locationAverager: finds mean zone of motion over a period of time.
6. motionAverager: average motion data over a period of time (motion window).
7. motionDetector: frame difference motion detection. This was the motion-tracking
algorithm used before implementing the optical flow.
8. noise: creates gain envelope and spectral processor to filter a white noise sample.
9. opticalFlow: dense optical flow algorithm + k-means classification for movement.
10. probAutomata: probabilistic finite state automata that jumps between states
statistically with an online readjusted probability depending on the current state
and the total motion found on it. The probability of Statei is reinforced as the
current state stays on i and the motion increases.
11. sonicOutburts: creates a gain envelope to affect a sound sample over
increments of motion. It is based on the relative movement found in the input and
is averaged with the maximum registered data.
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12. timeAverager: averages a series of inputs over a certain period of time. It uses
the frame rate of the software to convert from time to frame frequency.
13. tranceInducer: performs a trance-inducing fragmented display of a selected
video based on speed and time variations depending on the captured motion. This
motion describes a specific state thanks to a previously trained classification. The
trance is accentuated if the motion does not match the current displayed state
(video).
14. videoPlayer: allows and controls playback of video files.
15. videoSequencer: sequences videos allowing real-time playback modifications. It
reads from file all the queued videos and has control of the current one in display.
The methods include volume, speed and transparency adjustment.
Figures 3.5.7, 3.5.8 and 3.5.9 show the class diagrams with the JAVA variables and
methods included.

Fig. 3.5.7 – Java Class diagram of ZOI code
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Fig. 3.5.8 – Java Class diagram of ZOI code

Fig. 3.5.9 – Java Class diagram of ZOI code
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4. Results
This chapter is divided in 3 sections to present a clear and understandable grid of results
after the present thesis research and development goals:
1. Qualitative remarks on each iteration: a catalogue of comments resulting from
each “develop and improve” iteration. It includes a list of encountered issues and
summary conclusions after each rehearsal.
2. Section-specific and general results of the final prototype: starts with a
qualitative result description of the originally created tracking and sound synthesis
algorithms, and includes graphic and qualitative results over each sequentially
described section of the piece (Intro, 0, 1, Inf) and a general qualitative outcome
of the system in regard to the piece and its users.
In direct response to SG1.1, SG1.2 and GG2 (SG2.1 and SG2.2)
3. Composition research and artistic outcomes: lists the observed contributions
to expression, creation and choreographic matters.
In direct response to GG1 and GG2

4.1.
•

Qualitative remarks on iterations
1st iteration based on theoretical background (no computer system)
Encountered Issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Too many people in the audience
Insufficient light conditions
Observed difficulty to spatially segment areas between audience and
dancer for further tracking algorithms.
Lack of time to correctly study the room properties for a good sound
spatiality
Lack of enough loudspeakers (or sound channel lines)
Not enough tension inflicted to the audience.

Conclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The audiovisual material was adequate and finished on time.
It is necessary to rearrange the spatial configuration of the participants.
Instructions should be held in advance to dancers and audience.
There is a need to habilitate a complementary room (omega) apart
from the main stage (alpha).
The research on spatialization of sound should be done separately due
to equipment and time restraints.
It is mandatory to include a greater lighting supply (visible or infra-red)
in order to achieve detection from camera sensors.
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•

2nd iteration based on aesthetical enhancement (computer system
failed)
Encountered Issues:
•
•
•

Problems when compiling software due to inter-platform (Windows /
Mac) incompatibilities.
Choreographic dynamics were not as desired.
Camera was not set to record the whole performance.

Conclusions:
•
•
•

•

Audience should not exceed 5 or 6 people.
Code needs to be checked and test in the running computer
beforehand.
Choreographic interaction between dancer and audience should be
rougher.

3rd iteration based on interaction
Encountered Issues:
•

•

Code integration was not possible due to the use of different tracking
algorithms and different classes of objects. Some of the functions
were not available for online execution.
Found a specific audience attitude that incapacitated the correct
development of the performance.

Conclusions:
•
•

•

The coding process has to be expedited, including an extensive test
procedure in the same performance computer before the act.
There must be some procedure to avoid boycotting attitudes from the
users

4th iteration based on system enhancement and optimization (last and
complete rehearsal)
Encountered Issues:
•
•
•
•

Part of the code with major CPU usage ran with problems, introducing
some glitches in the performance.
The use of a new projector interfered with the usual display
dimensions.
One recording camera ran out of battery.
The temperature of the room was extremely high.

Conclusions:
•
•
•
•

The number of users in the audience may vary depending on the
dancer.
The setup is transportable to other locations.
A faster computer should be used if methods get more complex.
Volume levels of all sounds must be checked in advance
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•

Disorientation of the audience in Omega room is a success.

4.2. Section-specific and general results
Optical Flow + k-means implementation
This is a qualitative result section of the original combination between optical flow and kmeans in order to compute the centroid of a non-stationary process involving movement.
The approach is done, as stated in the section 2.2.2, considering the optimization of a
weighted cost function for the resulting combination of OF and k-means,
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(4.1)

where h(x) is function that only depends on the average movement computed in a
surrounding area to x using OF.
Figure 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 illustrate the correct functioning of the algorithm by detecting
the movement of right, left and both hands (with k=2) respectively. The movement is
shown by drawing a black circle in the location of the movement centroid. Figure 4.2.4
shows the display of the optical flow vectors in a fast moving scene.

Fig. 4.2.1 –Movement detection of right hand using OF + 1-means

Fig. 4.2.2 – Movement detection of left hand using OF + 1-means
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Fig. 4.2.3– Movement detection of both hands using OF + 2-means

Fig. 4.2.4– Detection of dancing movement using OF + k-means

Granular Synthesis + ICA implementation
The next is a statistical analysis of fragments taken from ZOI Omega soundscape.
Synthesis approach:
Using Matlab, a final mixing is done randomly or using ICA from E signals; each of these
signals have been obtained from granular synthesis based on mixing M grains. This
strategy has been done in order to reduce the computation burden of ICA since only E
components are estimated of ExM if a direct attempt was implemented.
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Table
Signal

# grains (G)

# events (E)

# micro events (M)

Ch.1

Ch.2

Ch. 1

Ch. 2

Ch. 1

Ch. 2

1

50

15

5

3

10

5

2

1000

40

10

4

100

10

3

50000

300

50

6

1000

50

4

300000

700

100

7

3000

100

Table 4.2.1 – Granular synthesis grain specification

Note: # grains (G) = # events (E) * # micro events (M)

Results
Observations:
•
•
•

Kurtosis of a normal random variable = 3.0
As kurtosis >>3.0, random variable is less “Gaussian”
Signals labelling: r=random mix; ICA= mix using ICA

Kurtosis of a final signal
randomly mixed from the
K
previous E signals
Signal

Ch. 1

Ch. 2

1

54.5167

160.5179

2

18.9197

89.3436

3

3.2806

34.4371

4

3.1185

24.8412

Note: kurtosis for channel 1 of
random signals 3 and 4 done
with 50000 and 300000 grains
respectively are near 3.0

Table 4.2.2 – Kurtosis of a randomly
mixed signal without using ICA
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Kurtosis of the ICA mixing
Signal

Ch. 1

Ch. 2

1

184.5649

214.5116

2

27.6938

422.8540

3

7.5821

92.7678

4

5.8396

99.8068

Note:
1. ki(j,k) >>kr (j,k) for all j,k in
spite of # grains involved
2. Specifically convergence to
normal variable is avoided
when a number of grains is
high (ch. 1 of signals 3 and 4)

Table 4.2.3 – Kurtosis of the ICA
mixing

Section-specific results
Intro (alpha)
Intro.0
Overview:
This section had the important task to introduce the dancer into ZOI’s mood by
setting up a warm-up scene where the dancer felt a comfortable relation with
his/her movements and the space.
Result:
The state classifier was successfully trained during the first minutes of this part
offering the dancer his/her favourite audio-visual scenario according to his/her
previous movements. All dancers claimed to have felt a really comfortable isolated
time to get into the mood for performing in front of an audience, creating an
intimate, intense and concentrating atmosphere.

Fig. 4.2.5 – Dancer warming-up in the Intro section

Accomplishing the thesis GG1.
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Intro.1 + Intro.2
Overview:
The system was set to detect a unique movement centroid capable of triggering
some strident soundscapes while the audience entered the room and remained
still.
Result:
The sound artefacts were effectively triggered as the system tracked the new
users who entered the room producing a disorienting and slightly frightening effect
on the still masked arriving members of the audience. The lack of direct
instructions and stored disorientation provoked extra (nervous) movement from
the already placed audience, which was sensed and processed by the system
eventually producing further layers of sound. The general atmosphere was tense,
with plenty of stillness and disorientation.

Fig. 4.2.6 – Users waiting still while being brought to room alpha

Accomplishing the thesis GG2.

Intro (omega)
Overview:
This section had the ultimate goal to achieve user disorientation through sound
synthesis and spatialization. For this, the users where blinded with a mask and set
to listen to some pre-recorded sound generated with this thesis new granular
synthesis + ICA method while they were being physically manipulated to lose
sense of location. Furthermore, spatialization methods are being studied in the
course of the writing of this report.
Result:
Firstly, the existing Granular synth + ICA material efficiently served for the
warming-up disorienting purposes. The majority of the users claimed to have felt
partial or total disorientation while being moved around the space with the
playback of this particular sound. The manipulation of the audience included
different kinds of tactile feed, including contact between each other. The
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unmasking was produced in a totally unknown room with a very different audiovisual scenario, producing strong impacts and reactions.

Fig. 4.2.7 – Manipulations made to blinded users in omega room

Further development:
On the other hand, an experiment focused on spatial diffusion of sound is
currently being designed with the intention of including further implementations
regarding disorientation through sound. In particular, it is intended to emulate the
propagation of a virtual sound source along an array of sound monitors to be able
to produce live delocalization of a virtual source in this current section of ZOI. The
idea gets inspiration from Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) and it is intended to be
done on July 15th, 2015 in Hangar’s facilities using a total of 24 monitors (8 Makie
HR624, 8 Genelec 1029 and 8 Alesis M1) routed through 3 MOTU soundcards.
Figure 4.2.1 shows an example of a multiple speaker array and figure 4.2.2 tries
to scheme the proposed experiment.

Fig. 4.2.8 – Example of a multiple speaker array.
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Fig. 4.2.9 – Scheme of the designed sound spatialization
experiment

These are the premises for the experiment:
1. The configuration of the speaker array should be linear. Alternatively a
semi-circular or circular configuration may be used.
2. The sound sources should be finite in time and could consist in:
2.1. Windowed pure tones
2.2. Windowed frequency modulated tones
2.3. Windowed random audio fragments
3. The propagation along the array could have the next variable delay time
configuration:
3.1. Propagation patter:
3.1.1. Sequential ( or otherwise deterministic)
3.1.2. Random
3.1.3. Chaotic
3.2. Delay time:
3.2.1. Fixed
3.2.2. Dynamically changing
With the goal of accomplishing the thesis SG1.1 and SG2.2

Zero (0)
0.0
Overview:
All attendants were set in a low light ambient with a gentle soundscape and a
general mood of stillness. The dancer was positioned in the centre with no
apparent reaction while the system was set to train the total motion thresholds of a
NN classifier to conclude a general amount of motion for this section
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Result:
The great majority of the audience remained remarkably still and quiet while not
knowing what to do. The intention of this section was to invite the users to the
dancer’s stillness, lowering the volume output of the next section if the mood was
too trembling. With the exception of 2 nervously acting individuals, everyone
remained still in this part.

0.1
Overview:
The system was set to compensate the possible deviations from general stillness
by changing the volume of this section depending on the last classification. While
the dancer searched for intense and tension-inflicting eye contact, the audiovisuals where presented in short speed changing windows of time. The speed was
again decided depending on the amount of the live general motion.
Result:
The system response was really good, setting the desired atmosphere to induce
the desired tension surrounded by general stillness. The videos and sound were
changing speed every 4, 7, 12 or 20 seconds, depending on the classification
from section 0.0. This section was regarded as the most tense by all the dancers.
The audience was generally still in a disoriented state.

0.2
Overview:
This section aimed to set an interlude mood before triggering a general movement
interaction in part One. The dancer was alienated from the audience again
resulting in tension reduction and a physical location of the users in space was
real-time related to a spectrum processing of sound.
Result:
The general attitude of the attendants was (in general) quite still but enough to
determine a location zone of the movement centroid. The position of the audience
in space was different in each iteration so the filtered sound changed every
rehearsal depending on the relative position of the users in respect to the camera.
Accomplishing the thesis GG1 and GG2.

One (1)
Overview:
The first continuous movement was triggered in this section, when the users were
forced to move to a corner of the room. The motion was perpetuated and
transferred by the dancer who manipulated the other users setting them in a circle
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position for composition reasons. The general movement successfully triggered
some audio artefacts through the whole piece.

Fig. 4.2.10 – Dancer starting movement in part one with
the astonishing response from the audience

Result:
The sudden movement after some minutes of stillness was usually taken by
surprise by the audience who claimed to find themselves in between a still present
feeling of disorientation and a rising confusion in the middle of the increasing
motion. Movement was detected in bursts while users where moved into the
scheduled position. The real-time affected sound was subtly played on top of a
fixed one, which made it far from easy to explicitly notice it.
Accomplishing the thesis GG1 and GG2.

Infinite (I)
I.0
Overview:
This section placed movement as the most important matter of the act. The audiovisual material increased the tempo and the system worked in favour of a fluid
movement status, successfully displaying traces of the movement through a frame
difference background subtraction effect. The dancer intensified and spread the
movement with the help of some system triggered sound artefacts.
Result:
The system worked fluidly given the fact that the projected video and the
background effect were smoothly played together (applying degree of
transparency). The blurring effect applied to the background subtraction delivered
an indefinable flashing effect that served perfectly for the aesthetic matters. On
the other hand, the added soundscape controlled by the general OF + k-means
tracking algorithm passed nearly unnoticed.
The audience reaction was diverse. Some iterations received a highly hesitant
audience who did not evolve its disorientation into thoughtless movement (which
is the ultimate intention) while others welcomed a more relaxed and fluid users
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who did abandon themselves to the general movement. It all depended much on
the space, the dancer and the audience.

Fig. 4.2.11 – Dancer spreading a frenetic movement through
the audience

I.1
Overview:
As a continuation from I.0, this section had the intention to overcome the last
section by adding a degree of motion. The system and the dancer had the goal to
bring all users to a continuous dancing ceremony.
Result:
This was maybe the weakest part given the fact that the dancers – possibly due to
a self-disorienting non-stop movement – tended to lose the sense of time and did
not maintain a progressive increase of motion. On the other hand, the system was
supposed to show frenetic visuals by alternating a video with the background
effect (instead of mixing them), which really overloaded the CPU of the computer
and produced important latency.
I.2
Overview:
The dancer suddenly leaves the space abandoning the crowd to their own
decisions. The tracking system is disconnected and the audio-visual material
returns to the subtle landscape of the beginning.
Result:
This part successfully served as a stunning restart mode for the audience. After
having lived a completely disorienting experience and started to take the dancer
as a guide for their actions, the abandonment to a suddenly subtle and calm
atmosphere without anybody to follow became a twist of script that let everybody
to summarize their experience in their own way. Some of them continued moving
in a trance-like state while the majority remained still with shy or stunned glances
between each other. 100% of the times a ZOI operator had to come in and tell
them that the show was over before they dared to move, sunken in meditative
expectation.
Accomplishing the thesis GG1 and GG2.
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General results
The piece was successfully celebrated through all the iterations. The users where
brought under invitation with a confessed high degree of mysterious expectancy. Despite
of having been created as a prototype, the piece delivered the next reviews:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The majority of users declared to have lived a striking experience.
The majority of users did not regard the interactive technologies as something
invasive or prominent, in fact most of them did not even notice them.
All users declare to have felt some degree of disorientation and tension after the
space disposition and the created scenario.
All users declare to have attended other dance performances and admit to have
lived an uncommon “out-of-the-box” experience in this one.
Some users declare to have experienced some kind of insight during the course
of a celebration.
The majority of users felt a confessed curiosity about the original meaning behind
the piece composition.
One user declared to have felt boredom during the course of an early iteration.
One user declared to have regarded the visuals as something dissociated from
the piece that may be a source of distraction or disconnection.
All dancers declared to have felt a strong connection with the space.
All dancers declared to have experienced live tension during the piece given its
spontaneous and human interactive nature.
Choreographers declare to have witnessed different experiences through every
different celebration.

4.3. Composition research and artistic outcomes
As a result of the chorographical research attached to this thesis, the next reviews can be
stated:
•

The system has showed itself capable of taking meaningful decisions and
delivering different audio-visual situations in every representation.

•

The interaction level brought an undeniable degree of spontaneity to the audience,
dancer and possible meta-observers.

•

The improvisation-based movement guideline kept a degree of tension in every
iteration.

•

The digital audio-visual landscape has proved to be able to set different and
complete scenarios without the need of a lot of material.

•

The source composition idea that constructed the piece was not made evident
throughout the celebrations but was still a strong inherent part of the performance
core, arousing unhidden curiosity in most of the participants.
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5. Budget
This chapter includes an economical overview of the work involved in the creation of the
dance piece prototype, including the general research and creation expenses with an
additional hypothetical business plan to achieve an economical performance from it.
The economical analysis has been done in accordance with both, the engineering and
the artistic fields, calculating costs for design and implementation in an engineering
framework while keeping in mind the artistic nature of the output and the consequent
target market for the product. It has also been taken into account that the entire
developing of the product has been done in Spain, creating an imaginary dance company
for the circumstance.
The following sections are:
•

Product initial expenses: a list of all design, prototyping and component costs
and expenses during the 5 months of creation.

•

Financial support and grants: A research on how to obtain financial support to
cover the starting costs.

•

Performance value: a list detailing the economic value of the piece.

•

Sales plan: a plan to sell the product around the world mining economic benefits.

5.1. Product initial expenses
TECHNICAL RESEARCH, DESIGN
& PROTOYPING COSTS
ITEM

TYPE

Matlab License (Standard)

Software

Adobe After Effects CC

Software

Final Cut X

Software

Processing 2.2.1

Software

Office Rental

COST / MONTH

TOTAL COST
€2,000.00

24.19

€48.38
€299.99

0

€0.00

Rental

600

€3,000.00

Junior Engineer

Salary

160 h/month= 1500€

€7,500.00

Senior Engineer

Salary

80 h/month = 1000€

€5,000.00

TOTAL

€17,848.37

Table 5.1.1 – Technical research, design and prototyping costs
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CHOREOGRAPHIC RESEARCH AND
COMPOSITION COSTS
ITEM

TYPE

Dancer

Rehearsal Salary

Rehearsing room

Rental

COST /
Rehearsal

TOTAL COST
150€

€750.00

50€

250€

TOTAL

€1,000.00

Table 5.1.2 – Choreographic research and composition costs
INVESTMENTS
ITEM

TYPE

COST / MONTH

Laptop

Hardware

€1,200.00

Projector

Hardware

€450.00

Amplified Loudspeaker x2

Hardware

€300.00

Office table x2

Furniture

€200.00

Office Chair x2

Furniture

€100.00
TOTAL

TOTAL COST

€2,250.00

Table 5.1.3 – Investments

In conclusion, all the expenses for starting the project gather the sum of:
GRAND TOTAL = 21,098€

5.2. Financial support and grants
Performance artworks are usually created thanks to the support from different public and
private institutions. They provide economic aid that allows the creation and design of the
pieces during the several months of conception. The next are some possible grant
sources that may be interested to cooperate in the development of products related to the
framework of the present Thesis and fulfil all the economic needs listed in section 5.1:
•

State institutions and festival programs: There are many governmental cultural
programs that provide economical support to dance companies. This can be
translated into direct money, which can sum up to 20,000€ or 30,000€, or into the
provision of material and spaces for development. These are some of the
mentioned institutions:
•

INAEM (Instituto Nacional de las Artes Escénicas y de la Música):
Promoter of art exhibitions, formation and festivals. They provide
economical aid for selected projects normally in exchange for free
performances in their own festivals and events.
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•

Mercat de les flors / El Graner: This famous theatre and that serves as
an ambassador for some of the most important dance shows that attend
the city of Barcelona is also continuously offering residencies, scholarships
and grants to artists who want to undertake dance projects.

•

Hangar: Research, exposition and education centre based in Barcelona
that offers residences and scholarships to undertake technological projects
in the fields of design and experimental arts. They offer formation and low
price activities held by their residents in exchange for the services.

•

Private technological equipment business: Given the technological implication
of the project and the incursion into other fields like scenic arts or aesthetics,
some technology providers may be interested in sponsoring the project providing
electronic material like computers, projectors and loudspeakers. Their names
should be enclosed in all public references.

•

Private specialized business / events: Some fairs and events in regard to
scenic arts and/or technology are open to project proposals from artists and
entrepreneurs. The most important technological and artistic event that supports
new creations in the merging lines between creativity and technology based in
Barcelona is Sonar Festival.

Fig. 5.2.1 – Example of suitable sponsors for the project

5.3. Performance value
This section features the sale price for each performance of the produced dance piece.
There is a detailed description of the percentage division of the earnings corresponding to
each of the 5 economically involved stakeholders:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The director / choreographer
Chief technical officer (CTO)
The dancer
The manager
The company

Given the reduced, adaptable and portable format of the piece, it is suitable for several
kinds of distribution. These are some of the venues that match the product framework
and scenario:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Artistic Galleries
Museums
Dance, music or technology festivals
Private events
Commerce openings

The proposed price fits most of the last listed budgets and is intended to provide a large
booking volume.

Total price = 2000€ + “IVA” (VAT) + travel and subsistence
From the net value:
•
•

Management keeps 15% = €300 - IRPF
The company keeps 85% = €1700€
• Choreographer keeps 40% = €800€- IRPF
• CTO keeps 30% = €600– IRPF
• Dancer keeps 20% = €400 - IRPF
• The company keeps 10% = €200

The travel fare can be calculated with an average of

200€ / person = 800€,

and the subsistence is officially stipulated at

60€ x person x day = 240€/day

5.4. Sales plan
The strategy is to build an S.L. business representing the dance company and sell as
many events as possible with the help of the touring manager.
A good marketing plan could provide a sale of approximately 150 gigs in a year. This
would provide a total of €300,000:
•
•
•
•
•

Management: €45,000
Choreographer: €120,000
CTO: €90,000
Dancer: €60,000
Company net: €30,000

The initial grants should cover at least 10,000€ of the initial expenses and the 10% of the
profits kept by the company could cover the rest. Furthermore, this percentage will also
cover for the tax expenses that setting up an S.L. business imply (€3,050.52/year +
corporation taxes) and any other emergency expenses
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6. Conclusions and future
development
Conclusions
This project started with the personal and passion-driven ambitions of researching into
the field intersection between dance (or performing arts) and technology. It has gathered
an extensive research on the multidisciplinary fields of arts, machine learning, sound
synthesis and computer vision technologies, condensing into the assemble of a complete
28 minute dance piece as a proof-of-concept.
The research was split intro 3 approaches:
1. The dancing / artistic field
2. The technological field
3. The convergence between the artistic and the technological fields
It was in this last matter where the most unexplored yet controversial material was found.
During the last century, many approaches have been done to what is called “Digital art” at
the same time that humanity’s tools in all fields evolved towards automated or technology
based improved mechanisms. Nonetheless, many artists still show serious reluctance to
embrace new technologies in their everyday toolboxes.
The reasons for this distance between well-established art and technology may be many:
•
•
•

Lack of knowledge in the use of technical means
An existent alienation from technology by some part of society
Lack of enough information and technological education and the consequent bad
approach to it by some sectors

As strange as the reasons may be, technology applied in the fields of art is still – yet
exponentially growing – enclosed in small circles of practitioners. Furthermore, a
conclusion of the research in compositional use inside the framework of the present
thesis is that nowadays “artistic technology” is still attached to the capacity to deliver
some specific kind of aesthetics, which depends broadly on graphic computational
capacity and ability to parameterize geometries and different visual elements.
Nonetheless, given the minor contribution to the field and the lack of mathematical and
geometrical knowledge by most of the community, most of the published works are still
enclosed in a narrow aesthetical paradigm inspired by the already existing small amount
of shape and visual libraries.
Stepping further, this thesis has focused on the study of further applications of technology
into arts, concluding that technology means can also serve as excellent roots for
compositional tools that can bring a whole new spectrum of options to a performer /
choreographer as being extensive and autonomic computation resources.
The development of a prototype has permitted to highlight and experiment with some of
these computer advantages, even though we had to face plenty of budget and resource
limitations. The present project has brought the energy, methodology and curiosity for
continuing the research on organic, ecological and eloquent ways to merge the two
amazing worlds under study.
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The next list summarizes the main conclusions obtained and experienced from the thesis
results:

On the research
1. The art of performing remains opened to all kinds of contributions from the
technologic fields.
2. Digital performance is a term used to describe the involvement of computer
technologies into the world of artistic performing. The ways in which these
affect and contribute to the essence of the artwork are vastly unexplored yet.
3. The use of interactive technologies in the creation of artworks is not attached
only to the aesthetical dimension, but can serve as profound offline or realtime composition and inspiring tools.

On the creation of a dance piece
1. The research has resulted in a complete dance piece, which has been
composed, designed, implemented and performed several times in the course
of the spring semester of 2015.
2. Machine learning techniques can definitely be used towards a successful
expansion of creation and expression options that a choreographer / performer
or any other creator / artist may have, transcending and inspiring human
computational capacities.
3. Machine learning techniques mixed with computer vision or sound synthesis
technologies can add a degree of significance to an audio-visual sensorial
scenario.
4. Low budget interactive technologies are capable enough of delivering realtime meaningful audio-visual experiences in the context of a dance
performance. However, high computational power is needed to undertake
more complex and real-time based projects.
5. The experience of the participants can be directly improved by the interactivity
that these technologies can deliver.
6. Opening space to improvisation based choreographies and computer-taken
decisions on the live plot can turn every performance into a unique experience.
7. Technology can constitute the strongest basis of an event or performance
without being noticed by the attendants, hence not becoming an explicit main
character of the act.
8. People and general theatrical and performance events audience are willingly
open to participate in new technological based art platforms.

Future development
The design of a dance piece has unlocked some specific research paths. The iterative
methodology that was used implied some particular designing methods that constantly
revealed new ideas or improvement directions both in the technical and the composition
sides. Moreover, the exploration on ML and tracking methods suitable to be applied in the
context of a dance performance has encountered new and interesting developments,
which are in the process of being published in Neural Processing Letters and Pattern
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Recognition Letters under the titles ICA-based granular synthesis and Combining optical
flow and k-means for real-time scene analysis in dance performances respectively.

The next list presents some thoughts on future improvements that could be enclosed in
the next iterations perfectly matching – eventually maybe expanding – the initial goals of
the project:
1. Improvements on technology
•

Upgrade of the developing tools: migration of the algorithms to more
efficient programming languages such as C++.

•

Enhance of the tracking and ML algorithms: improvement of some
technological methods to optimize the system execution and outcome.
Examples: fine adjustment of classification thresholds, further research
on movement parameters, use of sparse OF techniques (i.e. KLT
based), use of more than one movement centroid to set a better
average location in movement in section 0.2, etc.

•

Further development on sound synthesis and sonic spatial
arrangement: development and use of real-time machine learning
based sound synthesis techniques and further research on application
of multichannel sound diffusion techniques that may serve to the
composition needs. An experiment regarding these techniques is set to
be celebrated on July 15th, 2015 as it is specified in section 4.2.

•

Hardware improvements: substitution of hardware equipment to
enhance the system behaviour or spread technical possibilities.
Examples: to use short throw projectors to facilitate the configuration in
the performance space, to use infra-red lighting and infra-red camera
sensors to achieve good tracking under low and more tension-inflicting
light conditions, etc.

2. Improvements on choreographic composition
•

Continue the research on the application of ML in dance:
perpetuate the investigation on how ML systems can add a level of
eloquent interaction to a dance performance.

•

Continue the research on live composition techniques: insist in the
exploration of chorographical and composition methods suitable to be
created in real-time during a performance.

•

Increase the number of rooms and general movement freedom:
add complexity to the space configuration, allowing the participation of
more users.
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•

Review of the audio-visual display: Study the affection of the actual
audio-visual material to look for improvements in the composition and
display means. Improve the audio-visual scenario always respecting
the subordination to choreographic desires. The ultimate target is to
build an aesthetic audio-visual scenario capable of delivering a specific
atmosphere without undertaking the main role by itself.

•

Improve and enlarge the user structure: Add a degree of complexity
to the user framework by studying the inclusion of additional systemaffecting user layers or meta-observer.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – Gantt diagram
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Glossary
HRTF –Head related transfer function
HSV – Hue Saturation Value
ICA – Independent component analysis
MAP – Maximum a posteriori
ML – Machine learning
OF – Optical Flow
OS – Operative System
RGB – Red Green Blue
WFS – Wave field synthesis
YUV – Luminance (Y), Blue-luminance (U), Red-luminance (V)
ZOI – Zero One Infinite
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